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THE UNITED STATES-MEXICAN
CLAIMS COMMISSION OF 1868

STEPHEN R. NIBLO

ON July 4, 1868, the United States and Mexico signed a treaty
creating the United States-Mexican Claims Commission. The two
nations agreed to submit all claims that had arisen since the treaty
of Guadalupe-Hidalgo to the arbitration of this Commission. The
labor of the 1868 Commission has received little detailed attention.
Possibly the aura of legal technicality surrounding the litigation of
the Commission· has discouraged historical analysis. This article
does not attempt to analyze the entire work of the Commission. It
is a study of two prominent cases: La Ahra Silver Mining Company
vs. Mexico and Benjamin Weil vs. Mexico.
The treaty of 1868 required the President of each Republic to
name a commissioner to the United States-Mexican Claims Commission. These two individuals should decide the merits of the
various cases that might come before the Commission, but in the
event that they disagreed, the opinion of an umpire would prevail.
The umpire would be selected before the particular cases were considered. It was hoped that the two commissioners could agree upon
the selection of an umpire. If not, then each commissioner would
nominate a candidate and they would draw lots to select the
arbitrator. 1
President Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada selected Francisco Palacio
as commissioner, while the United States chose Dr. William
Gardner. The first umpire was Francis Leiber of New York, but
he returned to the Federal courts in the United States in 1869.
After that date the Minister of the United Kingdom to the United
States, Edward Thornton, served as umpire. 2
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In the decade after 1868 the United States filed 1,017 cases
before the Claims Commission, totaling $470,126,613-40. The
Commission accepted 186 claims totaling $4,125,622.20; it rejected 83 I claims. Mexico submitted 998 cases representing
$86,66 I ,89 I. 15. The Commission accepted only 167 of those
claims, for $150,498.51. Mexico was instructed to pay the balance
of $3,975,123.79 to the United States at the rate of $300,000 per
year, starting in January of 1877.3
With his triumph at Tecoac, in November 1876, Porfirio Dfaz
took control of the Mexican government. General Dfaz chose to
make punctual payments on the debt to the United States, which
was paid by 1891. It was well known that this money encouraged
the United States finally to recognize the Dfaz government in
1878.4 Prompt payment of the American debt improved Mexico's
reputation in financial circles in both the United States and
Europe. 5 One might even conclude that the payments on the debt
decided the question of war and peace between the two countries
in the period between 1877 and 1879. Rumors of war had been
prevalent in the Mexican press. On July I, 1877, the United States
War Department ordered General Ord to pursue Indians, marauders, and bandits into Mexico after depredations in Texas.
Payment of the debt contributed to an easing of this tension. 6
It is less well known that Mexico, in agreeing to pay the annual
installments on the American debt was honoring, in large part, a
spurious claim. The authenticity of two claims was cast into suspicion as early as 1876, and for the remainder of the nineteenth
century the highest officials of both the United States and Mexico
dealt with the cases of La Ahra Silver Mining Company vs. Mexico
and Benjamin Weil vs. Mexico. These legal contests were notable
for two reasons: The litigation lasted more than a quarter of a
century, and the money at stake represented over one third of the
total debt that Mexico owed the United States as a result of the
decisions of the Commission. The story of these cases offers insight
into Mexican-United States relations in the nineteenth century
and also into the inequities of international commissions when the
interests of weak countries clash with those of great powers.
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The initial facts of the case of La Abra Silver Mining Company
vs. Mexico were simple enough. The company had purchased a
mine in the state of Durango in 1865. In . 1868 the company
abandoned the mine, but four years later filed claim with the
United States-Mexican Claims Commission, charging that the
government of Mexico should pay for the loss sustained in the
abandonment of the mines. Specifically the company charged that
it had suffered harassment at the hands of. the authorities in
Tayoltitla and San Dimas, Durango. Forced loans, extraordinary
taxes, seizure of goods, and imprisonment of its officials formed
the basis of the company's case. 7
In 1875 the Claims Commission rendered its decision in favor
of the company. The two commissioners, now Manuel Maria de
Zamacona for Mexico and Dr. William Gardner for the United
States, had been unable to agree on the verdict. Therefore, the
umpire, Edward Thornton, decided the case. Ambassador Thornton was certain of the validity of the company'sdaim, since in his
view it was "a serious and honest business."8 In sustaining the
grievances of the company, Thornton accepted the word of its
officers. 9
The evidence on the part of the claimant is, in the Umpire's opinion,
of great weight: the witnesses are for the most part highly respectable
and men of intelligence and their testimony bears the impress of
truth. [Thornton's italics]

Moreover, the Ambassador agreed that testimony corroborated the
claims made by La Abra Silver Mining Company.l0
The conduct of these authorities was such and the incessant annoyance of, and interference with the claimants was so vexatious. and
injustifiable that the Umpire is not surprised that they considered it
useless to attempt to carry on their operations, as well as from the
well grounded fear that their lives were in danger that they resolved
to abandon the enterprise. These facts are not in the Umpire's opinion
at all refuted or even weakened by the evidence submitted by. the
defense. [Thornton's italics]
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Having decided the case in favor of the company, Thornton turned
to the question of compensation. He accepted the claims of
$235,000 for the value of the original stock, of $64,291 for the
money that had been borrowed, and of $42,500 for operating
costs. He did not honor the company's claim for compensation for
prospective earnings, but agreed that remuneration for ores that
had been abandoned was in order. The problem was that the company had not produced records to enable Thornton to quantify
this claim. As he put it: 11
NElTI:lER BOOKS NOR REPORTS HAVE BEEN PRODUCED, NOR HAS ANY
REASON BEEN GIVEN FOR TI:lEffi NON-PRODUCTION.

[Upper case in the

original]

Still, Thornton was not to be thwarted by the lack of such evidence. He awarded the sum of $ 100,000 to the company for the
abandoned ores, without basing that round figure on any record or
calculation. He also awarded the company a six-per-cent rate of
interest retroactive to March 20, 1868. The total award thus came
to $683,041.12
The Mexican government did not accept the Thornton verdict
with alacrity. Manuel M. de Zamacomi wrote a dissenting opinion. 13 In his general argument, Zamacona said that mines like
La Abra Silver Mining Company frequently failed because of
undercapitalization. The French Intervention appeared to have
been an essential reason for the failure in this case. Zamacona also
emphasized the irregular characteristic of the financial claim. The
first claim for remuneration was for $ 1,939,000. Later in 1872
the company increased that figure to $3,000,000 and again, in
April of 1875, the company revised its evaluation of loss to
$3,962,000. 14
Manuel M. de Zamacona suggested that the origin of the company's difficulty could be found in the attitude of the Americans
toward Mexican workers. The company had recruited workers by
promising payment in cash, but had paid only one third of the
wages in that form, the other two thirds in kind. This debt peon-
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age, Zamacona argued, was a remnant of slavery. In this case the
workers were unwilling to tolerate the situation. They appealed to
the company to honor its promise to pay cash for the day's labor,
from six A.M. to six P.M. When the company refused, the workers
went on strike. The local authorities then intervened and ordered
the company to pay at least two thirds of the daily wage in cash.
Zamacona suggested, somewhat undiplomatically, that local intervention had prevented the kind of difficulties that had recently
compelled authorities in Pennsylvania to use troops to defeat a
miners' strike. He concluded that in Mexico, "the people will not
starve without a struggle."15
Although the officials of La Abra Silver Mining Company won
the first round in their case against the Mexican government,
Mexico pursued the issue. By 1876 Mexico had a new representative before the Commission, Porfirian Congressman Eleuterio
Avila. Avila argued that Mexico was not bound to respect the
legality of a company chartered under the laws of New York, since
that entity was not a sovereign power. A state's act of incorporation
should not be binding upon all of the nations of the world. La
Abra Silver Mining was not even chartered in Mexico. 16
Indeed, under Mexican law La Abra Silver Mining Company
was not the owner of the mine in question. The directors of the
company, Thomas J. Bartholow and Danby Y. Garth, had purchased the mines and in tum sold them to the company. That sale
had never been registered in Mexico. In. addition, Avila noted that
a state of war existed in Durango at the date of abandonment and
this relieved Mexico of any responsibility in the matter. In other
cases before the Commission the principle had been established
that Mexico could not be held responsible for damages caused by
resistance to the French invasion of Mexico. 17
Ownership of the mine could be questioned from another direction. A law of March 14, 1842, held that if any foreigner who
ovvned land in Mexico was absent from the country for two years,
without the permission of the government, he should be compelled
to sell his land within two years. If he did not act to dispose of it,
then the land would revert to the government,IS Avila demonstrated
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that this was the case with the land of Bartholow and Garth. For
these reasons Mexico's representative questioned the very right of
La Abra Silver Mining Company to petition to the Commission. 19
In addition to these general legal premises, the Mexican government was now in a position to question a number of specific aspects
of the case. The company had charged that its officers had been
subject to great harassment and prejudice when the authorities
arrested the superintendent and held him in jail without trial.
Company interests had suffered when the government in Durango
sided with striking miners. The company argued that in another incident the local government had confiscated a mule train.
Finally, the company charged that one employee had lost his life
in an attack upon company property by republican troops. Eleuterio Avila argued that no proof of any of these allegations had
been adduced. 20 Mexicans had frequently come in contact with adventurers who had developed such schemes to defraud Mexico or
even to annex the country to the United States. 21 Indeed, Avila
could not believe that a company which had been compelled to
abandon a lucrative mine "should absolutely abstain during two
years from taking any step toward getting indemnification to which
it now pretends to be entitled."22 Avila went on to introduce evidence which demonstrated that the company, rather than being
financially solvent was in serious financial difficulty at the time of
abandonment. One Antonio Pena, a resident of Durango, testified
that he had loaned money to Superintendent Exall to enable him
to return to the United States. 23 Avila questioned the credibility of
witnesses who were high officials of the company and charged
Thornton with bias. 24 Lastly, he suggested that difficulties in the
region did not prevent other American-owned mines in Durango
from operating at the same time. 25
Discounting accusations of harassment, Avila showed that the
management of the mine had closely collaborated with the local
authorities. For example, in 1868 Durango's Governor, General
Francisco Ortiz de Zarate, had accused the prefect of San Dimas,
Marcos Mora, of fraud. At Mora's trial the mining company loaned
their lawyer for the defense of the prefect. Avila also thought it
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difficult to believe that the company had suffered at the hands of
the local politicians, since it had never sought legal redress from
national authorities. 26
Two Mexican witnesses demonstrated that Charles Exall had
been imprisoned upon the order of Judge Nicanor Perez for his
failure to pay $34-00 in personal taxes, rather than for his representation of the company. His imprisonment had lasted only two
days.27
Avila argued that the size of the award had been based upon
conjecture. Indeed there was a massive conflict of interest in the
case, since the testimony had been presented by George Collins,
Thomas Bartholow, and Danby Garth, all of whom owned substantial numbers of shares in the firm. Avila asked if there were
any court in the world where "any weight would have been attached to such proof as this?"28
The Mexican case seemed strong at this point. It was strengthened by the citation of numerous analogous cases that had already
been heard before the Claims Commission. In the case of Hale and
Parker 175. Mexico, the same Commission had established the principle that even persuasive evidence relating to a loss of cattle must
be ignored, since the plaintiff had not demonstrated the number of
animals involved. By analogy, the lack of records relating to the
quantity of ore should have led to the dismissal ofthe case. Another
precedent emerged from the case of Lambert Ireland 17S~ Mexico.
The same Commission rejected a claim because the account books
were in disarray.29
For all these reasons Avila asked the Commission to reconsider
the original award. The United States-Mexican Claims Commission turned down this request in 1876. The American commissioner argued that the Commission was not a court and did not
have investigative powers. The new Mexican representative,
Matias Romero, immediately protested, but the Commission still
refused to reconsider the case. 30
In 1877 Mexico came into possession of the records of La Abra
Silver Mining Company. A disgruntled company employee had
turned over key documents to the Mexican Consul in San Fran-
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cisco. These records disclosed that the owners had greatly inflated
the value of the mines. The books of the former owner, a Spaniard
named Juan Castello del Valle, indicated a rate of profit of $650
per ton on extracted ores. With this information in mind, Thomas
Bartholow and Danby Garth had purchased the mine for $58,000
and then sold it to their own company for $ I b I A 72 rather than
the $341,791 they had claimed before the Commission. Indeed
some of the latter sum had been applied to the purchase of shares
in the Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe Mining Company. The records showed that the mine was far less productive than the company had expected. Ores yielded only five dollars per ton. One report from the Superintendent to the home office said that the quality of the ore was so low that it would not "pay to throw it in the
river." The company appeared to have purchased a salted mine. S1
Company records indicated that the problems were internal
rather than external. There was no evidence of harassment. Frequent deferments of taxes (prorrogas) were granted to the firm.
There had been neither forced loans nor extraordinary taxes, and
no mule trains had been seized. The company owned no mules.
The only violence that had occurred was the murder of one employee by another. Local military authorities tried, convicted, and
executed the offender. The general insolvency of the company
could also be demonstrated by the fact that the company still
owed $3,000 for goods and services in Tayoltitla and that one bank
held a draft for $5,000 that it could not cash.
One revealing exchange between Garth in New York and Exall
in Durango demonstrated the situation succinctly. Garth instructed
Exall in a letter dated July 10, 1867, to "be firm in maintaining
your rights as an American." Exall replied, on October 6, 1867,
that "there are no difficulties about authorities, boundaries, or anything else concerning the mines and hacienda, providing that there
. money on han d, an d money must be sent. "S2
IS
Over the course of the next twenty-three years as this case traveled a circuitous route leading to its final resolution, the validity of
the company's own records, now in the hands of the Mexican
government, was never challenged. Before turning to that story it
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is useful to look at another case. Benjamin Weil vs. Mexico was so
similar to La Ahra Silver Mining Company vs. Mexico that the
two would be treated together by both governments from 1877 to
19 00 .33
Benjamin Wei!, a merchant in Texas and Tamaulipas, claimed
that on September 20, 1864, General Juan Nepomuceno Cortina,
the caudillo of northern Tamaulipas, had seized Weil's pack train
en route from Nuevo Laredo to Piedras Negras. Wei! asserted that
the mule train consisted of 1,914 animals loaded with cotton. The
Commission heard the case and awarded Weil $487,810.68,
which, with the La Abra Silver Mining claim, was included in the
payments to start on January 31, 1877.34
As in the case of La Abra Silver Mining Company, the Mexican
government raised a number of questions about the veracity of the
petition. The ownership of the cotton was at issue. Weil declared
that he had employed George S. Hite to purchase the cotton in
Texas. Yet in his testimony, Hite acknowledged knowing Wei!
only slightly. There was no proof, therefore, directly linking Hite
to a large cotton purchase, nor could Weil produce a bill of sale.
Moreover, S. B. Shackelford, a former agent of the Confederacy,
testified that Weil was in Alleyton, Texas, at precisely the time
that he contended his cotton had been confiscated in Mexico. The
incident was doubly suspicious, since Mexican investigators pointed out that Hite had testified in the case of James Ford vs. Mexico.
In that case, as well as the Weil complaint, the only proof of ownership of the property in question was George Hite's testimony. In
the Ford case the Commission refused to accept the testimony. It
appeared that the witness was trying again.35
Wei! produced documents demonstrating that his pack train
had crossed the Rio Grande 16o miles above Brownsville in early
September. Other witnesses testified that the crossing took place
between Piedras Negras and Laredo on September 20, 1864.36
The Mexicans seriously doubted that a heavily laden train could
travel 225 miles in less than three weeks under conditions of war. 37
There was a further question as to where the cotton entered
Mexico. French attempts to conquer Mexico had resulted in the
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closing of all northern customs ports except Piedras Negras by
May 17, 1864. Since the cotton had not passed through that port
of entry, it could only have been contraband. Mexican law clearly
held that goods entering in this manner were subject to confiscation. s8
In his first petition for indemnization, on September 10, 1869,
Weil did not mention the military unit which had confiscated his
goods. It was only in 1870 that a witness, John C. Martin, first
mentioned that the offending officer had been General Cortina.
Mexico's representative pointed out that there were several precedents before the Commission that made a claim invalid if specific
information was lacking. s9 Yet even granting the point that one
could later add the specific content to the charge, the assertion was
absurd since General Cortina was in Matamoros on September 20,
I 864. To prove its contention, the Mexican government produced
orders signed by him in Matamoros on that date. Additional and
irrefutable proof came from an unexpected source. The Diario
Oficial of the Imperial Government of France in Mexico reported
on September 26, 1864, that General Tomas Mejia had attacked
Matamoros on the fifteenth. By September 26, General Mejia had
forced General Cortina to surrender. The possibility, therefore,
that Cortina had been seizing cotton some three hundred miles
upriver on September 20, 1864, was exceedingly remote. 40
Finally, after Weil's death, sixty-three of his letters, written in
September and October of 1864, were found. None of them mentioned the loss of a large quantity of cotton. 41 Anyone of these
points could have suggested that Weil's claim was weak. Together
they formed a massive indictment of fraud.
An important fact about the two cases of La Abra Silver Mining
Company vs. Mexico and Benjamin Weil vs. Mexico is that the
Mexican authorities amassed evidence against the two claims
which was never refuted by either the United States Government
or by the claimants. 42
After the first payment of the Mexican debt in January 1877,
the United States Congress at once provided for the distribution of
the money to the various claimants. Yet, as the charges of fraud
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became more publicized, Chairman Edwards of the Senate Judicial
Committee recommended that the bill should be defeated so that
the charges might be examined. 43 Secretary of State Hamilton Fish,
on the other hand, argued that the decision of the United StatesMexican Claims Commission, as provided by the Treaty of 1868,
was final. 44
The policy of the government of Porfirio Diaz was to pay the
installments on the debt but to continue pursuing all possible
means to gain a reversal of the Commission's position. The attitude
of the Grant and Hayes administrations did not make Diaz' task
easy. President Hayes denied recognition to the tuxtepecanos for
nearly two years. He refused to receive charge d'affaires Jose
Marfa Mata even though the latter was delivering payments on
the debt. President Hayes and Secretary of State William M.
Evarts turned a deaf ear to Mexico's petition that the cases should
be reviewed. 45 That situation remained unaffected by recognition
of Mexico in 1878.
The Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives became concerned with the two cases in 1878. On April 18
the House of Representatives agreed upon a resolution calling for
the President to consider within six months: 46
Whether there is probable cause to believe that the honor of the
United States or considerations of justice or equity require that said
awards or either of them, shall be set aside, or a new trial be had in
respect to the validity or justice of the respective claims on which
they are founded.

Their resolution was less demanding upon the President than
might be imagined, since in the event of inaction by the President
of the United States, the awards would be paid out in six months.
On June 18, 1878, this bill passed both houses of the Congress.
In response to the Congressional Act of 1878 Secretary of State
Evarts requested a review of the two cases from the government of
Mexico. In May of 1879 the Mexican Minister to Washington,
again Zamacona, supplied the State Department with a 182-page
summary of the Mexican position. Hearings were held in the office
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of the Secretary of State from May 8 to May 17, 1879. Finally on
August 8, 1879, the Secretary of State emphatically defined the
position of the United States Government. 47 It was his opinion
that the Mexican Government
has no right to complain of the conduct of these claims before the
tribunal of Commissioners and Umpire provided in the convention
on judgments given thereupon.

Evarts' view was that Mexico had enjoyed the initial right of
presenting its case and that the matter was not subject to reconsideration. He totally disregarded the new evidence that had come
to light since the original verdicts in 1875 and 1876, concluding
that48
neither principle of public law or equity require or permit as between
the United States and Mexico that the awards in these cases should
be opened.

The Secretary threw the matter back to the United States Congress
by observing that if any suspicion of "fraudulent exaggeration" remained, Congress might look into the matter further. In the absence of this action Evarts instructed the State Department to proceed with distribution of the money that Mexico was paying annually to the United States. 49
Mexico's representatives to the United States, Manuel Maria
de Zamacona in 1879 and Matias Romero in 1880, continued to
press the case, yet the hostility of the Hayes administration was
clear. The United States government even failed to inform Mexico
before authorizing the payments of these claims for the years 1877
to 1880. 50 It was only in February of 188 I that Evarts, as he was
vacating his office, informed Mexican authorities that he considered the position of the Commission definitive and that the
payments related only to the government of the United States "in
its obligation to its citizens."51
Matias Romero was outraged. He charged Evarts with having
ignored proof of fraud, with violating the spirit of the Congressional directive to investigate the merits of the case, and with hav-
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ing misrepresented the evidence produced by the Mexican
government.52
During the short administration of President Garfield the fifth
payment was ren.dere& Mexico again protested, but the assassination of the President prevented his reaction to the matter. His VicePresident and successor, .Chester. Arthur, followed a different
course. In December 1881 Minister Zamacona presented Secretary
of State Frederick T. Frelinghuysen with a resume of the cases of
La Abra Silver Mining Company and Benjamin Wei1. 53
Apparently Arthur and Frelinghuysen took the Mexican claims
seriously, because on January 31, 1882, the United States agreed
to suspend distribution of the payments to the various claimants
pending resolution of the doubts in the two cases. The administrative decision was immediately challenged by the claimants in the
courts of the United States. The two cases reached the United
States Supreme Court in 1883. Chief Justice Morrison R. Waite
upheld the right of the government to. withhold payment stating
that: 54
Under the circumstances it is, in our opinion, clearly within the discretion of the President to withhold all further payments to the
relators until the diplomatic relations between the two countries'
Governments on the subject are finally concluded.

Justice Waite further observed that "the' honesty of the claim is
always open to question." Therefore, the obligation of the United
States Government to stop payments on dubious claims was
upheld.
On July 13, 1882, the United States and Mexico negotiated a
new treaty calling for a review of the evidence in the two cases. At
that point it appeared that Mexico would gain its objective of reopening the cases, but the treaty, requiring approval by two thirds
of the United States Senate,· was not well received by that body.
The Congressional Record for the decade shows only a few instances in which the question of ratification came up for consideration. On December 21, 1881, Senator Morgan of Alabama requested information about the cases,55 and on July 21, 1882, the
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President pro tempore placed the correspondence before the
Senate. It was then referred to the Foreign Relations Committee
without printing.56 On February 18, 1885, Senator Hewett of
New York offered a resolution that the Senate constitute itself into
a committee of the whole to consider the treaty. Senator Townshend of Illinois, however, exemplified the Senate's attitude by asking if after defeating the motion it would be proper to consider the
pension bill for the veterans of the Mexican-American War. The
comment was received with laughter and the proposal to consider
the ratification was voted down. 57 Again on March I, 1885, Senator Morgan brought the treaty to the Senate's attention but again
it was tabled. During the next two years there were only suggestions to study the matter. Not until April 2 I, 1886, did the Senate
finally vote against ratification of the treaty.58
After the Senate rejected the treaty, President Cleveland and
Secretary of State Thomas Bayard took the position that Mexico
had no further grounds for complaint. By entering into a treaty,
Bayard argued, Mexico had accepted the wisdom of the Senate and
was bound by that body's decision. Bayard accepted the possibility
that the question might be reopened by the courts or by Congress.
Indeed, the following month the House of Representatives passed
a resolution calling for information on the cases. 59 Bayard then
responded that perhaps the United States Court of Claims might
be the appropriate body to consider them. 60
In 1891 the Mexican government made the last payment of the
American debt under the conven.tion of 1868. In the following
year the United States Congress passed a bill making into law
Secretary of State Bayard's suggestion. Senate Bill S539 in 1892
made the following provisions: that the Attorney General of the
United States file suit against La Abra Silver Mining Company in
the Court of Claims in order to judge the authenticity of the claim;
that the Court of Claims should have jurisdiction over the two
cases; that appeals could be forwarded to the Supreme Court if
necessary; and that if the claimants should lose their cases no
further disbursements would be made. 61
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The first of the two cases came before the United States Court
of Claims and was decided on April 16, 1894- La Abra Silver
Mining Company did not answer the government's charge of
fraud, but rather demurred on the grounds that the treaty of 1868
did not delineate any procedure similar to that which the Congress
had adopted. The Court of Claims upheld the right of the government to bring the case to trial, and the presiding judge noted:
''This is one of the most extraordinary cases that has come within
the jurisdiction of this court."62 The court held that so long as the
United States government controlled the funds, it was a legal
trustee and had right to withhold payments. Mexico had followed
all suggestions of due process and had acted correctly. The court,
therefore, overruled the demurrer and left the defendant ninety
days to respond to the specific charges. 63 The same reasoning applied to the case of Benjamin Wei1. 64
It was not until June 24, 1897, that La Abra Silver Mining
Company case was decided on its merits. After a detailed examination of the evidence the United States Court of Claims decided
that fraud was indeed prevalent. In rendering its decision, the
court explained that: 65
upon an examination of all the testimony, excluding such portions of
it as in the opinion of the court are not competent, [the court] determines as a conclusion of fact that La Abra Silver Mining Company
did not abandon its mines in Mexico because of the interference of
the people of Mexico and the public authorities of the Mexican
government, or either, but because they were unproductive.

The tribunal elsewhere complained that the company had only
gained a favorable ruling in the first place "by fraud and false
swearing."66 Similar conclusions were reached in the case of
United States vs. Alice Weil et al. 67
The interested parties at once appealed the matter to the Supreme Court where Justice J. Harlan wrote the majority opinion
on December I I, 1899, upholding the Court of Claims on all
points. 68 Finally on March 28, 1900, the United States sent a
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check to Mexico for $4°3,°3°.08, the amount not distributed in
the case of La Abra Silver Mining Company vs. Mexico. The following November a similar transfer of $287,833.77 took place,
closing Benjamin Weil vs. Mexico. 69 In neither instance was there
repayment of the funds distributed before 188 I nor was there an
interest adjustment.
These cases were scandalous. The standard of evidence was low.
The ambivalence of the various Presidents in the United States is
striking. Both the original injustice and the delay of twenty-four
years between the discovery of fraud and the final resolution of the
case indicates the imbalance of power between the two countries.
It is inconceivable that such a delay could have been possible if the
United States had been the aggrieved party.
There is a clear sense of ethnocentrism in the statements of
Ambassador Thornton, President Hayes, and President Cleveland. There was a conflict of interest in the case of the Umpire,
Edward Thornton. At the same time that he was judging the
merits of the various cases, Mexico did not recognize Britain and
the United States represented Britain in Mexico. The extent to
which British citizens were able to press claims of their own
was the extent to which the United States took up their causes.
Ambassador Thornton would seem to be one of the last individuals
to be an impartial judge.
It is significant that the cases affected internal developments
in Mexico. It would be an error to assume that the claim of
three million dollars or the annual payment of three hundred
thousand dollars was easy to pay. It was true that in the twentieth
century this figure would be not an insurmountable obstacle to the
government. In Mexico, when Porfirio Diaz came to power, the
government was unable to raise funds easily. The great fiscal dilemma of the nineteenth century was that a government that tried
to increase taxes was likely to be overthrown, and a government
that lived within its resources found itself unable to prevent foreign
intervention-a problem that defied logic.
After his success at T ecoac, Porfirio Diaz found himself in precisely this fiscal dilemma. Indeed, in this case Diaz could have
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used the issue of fraud to question the validity of the entire settlement. He could have found sympathy in the press for such action.
Yet he did not take this alternative. His action becomes easier to
understand if one keeps in mind that Diaz feared a second round
of the United States-Mexican War. War was a possibility in 1877;
the United States refused to recognize Mexico; in the United
States, senators spoke of expansion; conflict on the frontier had
already led to intervention. General Diaz apparently decided that
he was not involved in a struggle for justice but for survival. Eventually he would court foreign investment in order to break the
vicious circle.
It is ironic to note that, at least in part, pressure to move away
from liberalism emerged from the fraudulent claims that had been
accepted by the United States and Mexican Claims Commission
of 1868.
Diaz ordered the Monte de Piedad to collect "contributions"
from all the civil servants to pay the U.S. debt. This effort was not
successful. Employees could be forced to contribute, but their
salaries were not enough to meet the need. In order to pay the
$300,000 per year the government turned to the agiotistas, or
private moneylenders. In the short run the level of borrowing
increased and the cycle of debt became more intense. Between
1876 and 188o, when the federal expenditures averaged 27.7 million pesos per year, the level of borrowing increased from 2.4 million pesos in 1876 to 4. I in 1877 and £lnally to I 1.4 million pesos
by 1880. 70 Borrowing allowed the government to meet the international crisis of the moment, but domestic priorities suffered. In his
£lrst administration, Por£lrio Diaz was unable to meet projected
budgetary increases even for the military. This kind of £lscal
pressure would playa major role in convincing the por£lrian circle
to substitute order and progress for liberalism.
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WILLA CATHER AND HISTORICAL REALITY
RALPH H. VIGIL

I

Willa Cather's Death Comes for the Archbishopl a
number of years ago and found it a work of minor art; it wasn't
Steinbeck but it was a good tale. I then believed that the portrayal
of Martinez in the novel was historically accurate and assumed
that Bishop Lamy, the hero of the work, was a great Christian
taming a wilderness inhabited by primitive Indians, who usually
dropped the article in speaking Spanish and English,2 and
Mexicans like Trinidad Lucero who might state "My uncle is
verra seek and soon to die. She has vomit the blood."3 In short,
because I was perhaps fourteen years old and "Spanish" I was a bit
puzzled by stereotypes like the above but thought that anyone
who was considered a famous historical novelist must be correct in
such portrayals, including that of early Spanish churchmen like
Father Baltazar Montoya who combined tyranny with energy in
carrying seeds about the desert while "the Indians and Mexicans
were satisfied with beans and squashes and chili, asking nothing
more."4
Years passed and I eventually found myself completing a
dissertation on Alonso de Zorita, Spanish oidor and Christian
humanist, and teaching courses in Western Civilization at a small
municipal university in Kansas. Before working in colonial Latin
American history, I had become acquainted with a number of
subjects, including Anabaptists, the Age of the Enlightenment,
the theory of the just price, B. Traven, etc.; but my fields of interest
did not include the Spanish borderlands, Mexican-American
history, or the Chicano movement. Then, when I went to California to teach, I became acquainted with the older borderlands
FffiST READ
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historiography and began to question it as well as the literature I
read on the Chicano struggle and the new Aztl{m. I became
especially interested in the "forgotten people" of New Mexico.
When a family of two became three, my wife began to put familytree names in a book entitled Better Homes and Gardens Baby
Book. There were names like Vandy Zandy and Rentmester; there
were others like Trujillo, C6rdova, Romero, Garda de Noriega,
Santos Gonzales, Marquez, Lucero, and Vigil. And I remembered
that at least one of the latter died with downcast eyes and how
''There is none to remember them, and the word is Justice."5
After we left California and reached Nebraska, by way of
Texas, I continued to hear the name of Willa Cather. Invariably
she is called a genius devoured by art, filled with love for the red
prairie grass, etc. Some months ago I was told that she was a real
friend of Mexicans and Indians. Finally I reread Death Comes for
the Archbishop, and found it is true that "Willa Cather never
allowed the facts of history to block the suavity of her narrative."6
I saw that this fictionalized history, because of its fame, is probably
the most representative example of the history and literature dealing with New Mexico and its people written from the Viewpoint of
the conqueror. In casting Martinez in the role of chief servant of
the forces of darkness in the story of his and Lamy's dramatic fight,
she created a stereotype which is completely accepted by those
who have stated that the novel is "ever full of wonder" and a book
in which Ityou see a child of an author's heart being born without
a Raw, and in the normal course of nature-and almost fall on
your knees."F
Even Cecil Robinson describes it as a finished work of literary
art produced from the raw materials of history, tradition and lore
in the Southwest. s Yet it is essentially a romantic novel which
might have been appropriately subtitled Civilization and Barbarism. Civilization (progress) and the good are represented by Jean
Baptiste Lamy, first Catholic bishop of Santa Fe. Savagery mingled
with passion, sin, and abomination are epitomized in the picture
Cather gives us of the physical features and immoralities attributed
to Father Antonio Jose Martinez, the parish priest 6f Taos.
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French culture (prudence, genius, magnammIty, humanity,
temperance, morality, spirituality) in the persons of Fathers Latour
(Lamy) and Vaillant (Joseph P. Machebeuf) is contrasted with
Martinez, other refractory priests, and the primitive land and
homunculi of New Mexico. As Bernice Slote has observed, Willa
Cather tells "a story in which figures become symbols," and Death
Comes for the Archbishop "is told as if it were a romance, with a
prologue on the stage of Rome, 'an Odysseus of the Church,' in the
cast, and a ritual beginning."9 Light contrasts with dark in the
prologue and the description of Garda Marfa de Allande is a
characteristic example of "White over Black." "He was dark in
colouring, but the long Spanish face . . . was in the young
cardinal much modified through his English mother. With his
caffe oscuro eyes he had a fresh, pleasant English mouth and an
open manner."IO
Father Martinez, a product of New Mexico and without English
blood to improve his appearance or character, is described as
"rather terrifying, that old priest, with his big head, violent Spanish
face, and shoulders like a buffalo."ll "[The] mouth was the very
assertion of violent, uncurbed passions and tyrannical self-will;
the full lips thrust out and taut, like the flesh of animals distended
by fear or desire."12 Moreover, when "Padre Martinez laughed ...
[he] showed his long, yellow teeth. Laughing did not become him;
his teeth were too large-distinctly vulgar."13
Not only is the swarthy, yellow-eyed Martinez a man of great
physical force, who sets a poor table and feeds his special breed of
cats carelessly from his plate in his disordered house, but he
snores like an enraged bull and has the bad taste to assign Father
Latour a room in which this man of "fastidious taste" finds "a
bunch of woman's hair that had been indolently tossed into a
corner when some slovenly female toilet was made in this room."14
Perhaps the slovenly female was up to no good in that room, for
we are told from the singularly refined mouth I5 of Kit Carson
himself that Father Martinez has "children and grandchildren in
almost every settlement around here."16 In the novel one particularly tragic victim of the evil priest is a Mexican girl,. carried off
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by the Indians when she was a child of eight, who was found and
ransomed when she was fifteen. Father Joseph (Machebeuf)
states: "During all that time the pious girl had preserved her
virginity by a succession of miracles. She had a medal from the
shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe tied around her neck, and she
said such prayers as she had been taught. Her chastity was
threatened many times, but always some unexpected event averted
the catastrophe. After she was found and sent back to some
relatives living in Arroyo Hondo, she was so devout that she wished
to become a religious. She was debauched by this Martinez, and
he married her to one of his peons. She is now living on one of his
farms."17
In addition to deflowering pious virgins, "the dark priest" foretells an early death for Lamy should he try to introduce European
civilization to the "two savage races" of New Mexico "and change
our old ways, to interfere with the secret dances of the Indians, let
us say, or abolish the bloody rites of the Penitentes."18
About the only thing that Willa Cather's Father Martinez
possesses on the positive side is "a beautiful baritone voice," for in
other pages we are told that prior to Lamy's arrival he "had been
dictator to all the parishes in northern New Mexico." Moreover,
when "the Indian pueblo of San Fernandez de Taos murdered and
scalped the American Governor [Charles Bent in 1847] and some
dozen other whites . . . [the] reason they did not scalp their
Padre . . . was that their Padre was one of the leaders of the
rebellion and himself planned the massacre. . . . Seven of the
Taos Indians had been tried before a military court and hanged for
the murder, but no attempt had been made to call the plotting
priest to account. Indeed Padre Martinez had managed to profit
considerably by the affair."19
The Indians who were sentenced to death had sent for their Padre
and begged him to get them out of the trouble he had got them into.
Martinez promised to save their lives if they would deed him their
lands, near the pueblo. This they did, and after the conveyance was
properly executed the Padre troubled himself no more about the
matter, but went to pay a visit at his native town of Abiquiu. In his
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absence the seven Indians were hanged on the appointed day.
Martinez now cultivated their fertile farms, which made him quite
the richest man in the parish. 20

Even in his last days Father Martinez continues in his evil ways.
We are told that Father Lamy after visiting Rome, presumably for
guidance, returned with four young priests from his own seminary
and a Spanish priest named Father Talarid. Lamy on his arrival in
New Mexico had Father Martinez resign his parish and assigned
it instead to Talarid "with the understanding that he [Martinez]
was still to celebrate Mass upon solemn occasions." Soon, however,
Martinez and Talarid "were at open war" and when "the Bishop,
unable to compose their differences, supported the new priest,
Father Martinez and his friend Father Lucero, of Arroyo Hondo,
mutinied; flatly refused to submit, and organized a church of their
own." Then "Father Martinez printed a long and eloquent Proclamation (which very few of his parishioners could read) giving
a historical justification for his schism, and denying the obligation
of celibacy' for the priesthood." Finally, after they refused to
re~ounce their heresy, Father Lamy excommunicated the miser
Lucero and Martinez. "Father Martinez continued at the head of
his schismatic church until, after a short illness, he died and was
buried in schism."21

THE AVERAGE PERSON unfamiliar with New Mexico's history
might explain Cather's distorted portrayal of Father MartInez as
an unfortunate flaw in an otherwise fine tale in which the
"primary ecstasies" are rendered "with unimaginable charm and
conviction,"22 and claim that Cather's historical source for the
work, Father W. J. Howlett's The Life of the Right Reverend
Joseph P. Macheheuf,23 "is not altered except in the minor ways a
novelist may choose to increase the values inherent in the story."24
Even Howard Roberts Lamar, a much better than average student
of New Mexico history, informs us that, in addition to various
defects such as traditionalism and provincialism, Martinez by
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"usual church standards . . . was not a good defender of the
faith. All evidence suggests that he renounced few if any physical
pleasures of the world, interfered in politics, charged outrageous
clerical fees, and played on the superstitions of his parishioners.
The vivid portrayal of the fat, corrupt priest of Taos in Willa
Cather's Death Comes for the Archbishop is modeled on some of
Martinez' less attractive qualities."2iJ
Lamar should have known better. As E. K. Francis observed in
an article published in 1956 and cited by Lamar, Father Martinez
was a Mexican nationalist who resisted foreign domination. At
present there is no proof that he .was the leader of the Taos
rebellion which cost the life of Charles Bent. "When the movement went out of hand, he tried to forestall and mitigate senseless
violence on both sides, not without incurring the enmity of some
of his fellow countrymen." He also denied participating in the
revolt and "once the futility of this course of action became apparent, he was among the first to agitate for New Mexico's admission to the United States; from her democratic institutions he
expected relief from the ills which through years of neglect had
beset the country."26 Moreover, the pastor of Taos was "never
openly attacked by even his bitterest enemies on grounds of
immorality," and the "official file in the archdiocesan archives, in
which the priest's. many other failures and transgressions are dealt
with in detail and unsparingly, does not contain a single reference
to any immoral conduct."27 In fact, it would appear that Martinez
was a chaste priest who succored the needy with alms and could
truthfully say: "I have coveted no man's silver, or gold, or apparel.
Yea, ye yourselves know, that these hands have ministered unto
my necessities."28
The events leading to Father Martinez' conflict with Lamy
began as early as the 1820'S and arose from the curate of Taos'
concern for the poor and the matter of church tithes. In 1829
Martinez protested against the" heavy obligations of the poor and
stated that the humble people of New Mexico "buried their dead
without proper ceremonies, neglected to have their children
baptized by· the priests, and many couples lived without being
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married because they had no money with which to pay for the
wedding." His protests were backed by others; and in 1833 the
tithes in New Mexico were removed by the Mexican Congress}9
When Lamy took charge in New Mexico he reduced stole fees;
but insisted that customary tithes and .first fiuitsshould be paid
promptly. Moreover; it appears that these obligations were on
occasion secured with the helpoLthe alcalde's court. Then,i:n
1854, Lamy announced that "priests were to exclude frortlthe
sacrament all household heads. who refused to. pay tithes, and to
demand triple fees for baptisms from other members of such
families. "30
.Martinez now became convinced that Lamyand.the notorious
gambler and possible psychopath Talarid were abusing not only
himself but the body 6f.the faithful. He refusedtoacceptanorder
fromLamy that he was to be deprived of all canonical faculties
untilhe should withdniwan article attackingtheadministrationof
the.Catholic church, which he hadsentto the editor of the Gaceta
de Santa Fe. Things were temporarily patched up between
Martinez and Lamy, but when the issue of church levies arose
again, this time between Martinez and the priest who replaced
Talarid, Lamy thought to end the matter by excommunicating
Martinez. This was the origin of the schism mentioned by Willa
Cather. Martinez died without submitting to Lamy.. Mariano de
Jesus Lucero, another priest excommunicated by Lamy,administeredthe last rites to him. Martinez, "forever unto death a priest,"
believed in religious toleration31 but "never attacked the Roman
Catholic church as such or any of her doctrines." In fact, Martinez
claimed that Lamy had not followed canon· law in suspending and
excommunicating him and that he was "bound in conscience not
only to disregard the regulations about tithes and fees but, as far
as was in his power to remedy the damage that was being done in
this respect by others. "32

ANTONIO JOSE MARTINEZ (I793-I867) has still not found an

impartial writer to argue his Case with complete justice. However,
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enough is known about the life of this native son of Abiquiu, born
into the large Martin Serrano family,33 to argue that the "greatest
single effort that has been made in the interest of progress in Taos,
and probably in New Mexico, was the one made by Father
Antonio Jose Martinez during the first half of the nineteenth
century."34 Unlike Willa Cather's Martinez, who grew up in
Abiquiu "without learning to read and write" until after the death
of his wife and child, Antonio Jose was given elementary schooling
by his parents and displayed a deep-rooted love of books and
learning throughout his life. He continued to study civil and
ecclesiastical law after his vears of study in the T ridentine
SeminI
ary of Durango, and as early as 1826 he thought to educate the
youth of New Mexico by opening a college in his own home at
Taos. The establishment of this school was for youths who wished
to study for the priesthood,35 but boys and girls who sought a
general education were also instructed. 36 Martinez "employed
teachers in part at his own expense, but he himself taught and
directed the work."37
Father MartInez not only sought to eliminate ignorance by
creating in New Mexico an educational system worthy of the
name, but believed in religious toleration and completed a book on
this subject by 1833. He was active in politics and was deputy in
the Territorial Assembly at Santa Fe in 1830, 1831, 1836, 1837,
1845, and 1846. In these years MartInez was also concerned about
the state of the Indian tribes that surrounded New Mexico, and
in 1843 he wrote an Exposici6n dealing with these people, urging
that they be pacified and educated. "This he sent to the president
of the Republic who recommended it to the consideration of the
Assembly of New Mexico."3s
Father Antonio Jose MartInez was involved in the pronunciamiento of 1837 against the government of the "stranger" Albino
Perez. Perez, in spite of being "a man of fine presence and noble
qualities" represented the privileged and well-to-do in a time of
economic distress in which great gifts of land were made especially
to the landed proprietors, "thus leaving the masses of the people
so poor as even to be without a home."39 Not enough is known
J
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about the 1837 insurrection but it has been charged that Manuel
Armijo expected to be made governor by the rebels who chose Jose
Gonzales instead.40 Although Father Martinez "was substantially
in sympathy with the grievances of the people,"41 he did not
believe in the violent overthrow of the government and the execution of Perez and others. For this reason he went as chaplain to
Armijo's "rescuing army" against Gonzales and the men of the
north led by Juan Vigil, Antonio Vigil, and others. When
Gonzales was defeated at Santa Cruz de la Canada he attempted to
make terms with Armijo and told him that he would keep the
peace provided no impost or taxation would be placed upon the
people. Armijo refused and supposedly turned to Father Martinez
and said: "Confess this genizaro so that they may give him five
bullets." 42
In 1847 Martinez headed a petition favoring annexation to the
United States, and under American rule he was president of the
convention adopting a constitution for a state government. He
was president of the first Legislative Assembly in I85Iand was a
member of this body in 1852 and 186 I .
Further, as early as 1835 this son of the Enlightenment had a
printing business and pressed for reform in his newspaper, El
Crespusculo de la Libertad. "He urged the equitable distribution
of lands, recognizing that large landowners were expanding their
holdings at the expense of the small farmer. His own holdings he
had distributed among his relatives and servants. When he died ...
he was a relatively poor man, having devoted his earnings and his
patrimony to the service [of] his people."43
Fate has not dealt kindly with thecurate of Taos and the New
Mexicans. As late as' 1954 David Lavender seems to have followed
Willa Cather's moral and physical description of Martinez, and a
recent work on Mexican Americans claims that Martinez helped to
organize an abortive attempt to rid New Mexico of its conquerors
in late 1846.44 This planned insurrection, supposedly organized by
Martinez and company, though delayed, finally culminated in the
Taos revolt of January 1847.45 Martinez remains "unhonored and
unsung-his people still subject to the ills he sought to remedy."46
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pp. 228-29. Howlett cites no sources to back his statements and it is my
opinion that had there been even circumstantial evidence upon which to
base "the suspicion," American justice and Charles Bent's friends would
have·found Martinez guilty.
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RELIGION.

'.n Jtlligic.n pure cC>llpi,te,en r.eeonoc.or y vcncr.r. dudo 80 ~ullO lohio, il DlOe Antor Criac/or
., Hionhecho: d~ todas lal COI88, y en practicar la Sana Moral. Api 10 Dsluralna mi!D1a· en lall
etaul allimuda., 6 insniOlada8, Ie trihula.en eu modo culto, legun los eelahleclrnirnlOB- elcrr,ol del
milnlo OiOl, c"ya prc.'ldencia habilita 1 roan~a il todBl las C08as pala qlle obren de conCormidacl
con sus floel re~peClJvol predetermioadol en loa altol deaigniol del C.iador.
Maa el hombre'A quien DIOI crio~ hlw 6 eu imageo y felnljaoBa, eEll conliltJcndD eD la alml
iDtelectual y leDBitlva que ID anima, , que sell inmortal, 0 de uoa ioClDidad que alloqo" tubo priacipil) nG teodra CID, v~ I D~os IU Autor en el orden de II grllcia lan,UClcaO!e, e~ virlud de un IUsi.
Jit> sobrooatur!ll con que DID) 10 Qleva ,. ~ rango~~ el cualle fiJO fa ba ultlmD que e. Ja atemlL
Uieollventuran.za que elpcra conseguir despuce chi la, presente vida. Tal idea alacta A todoe 101
h'i)s de la humana especio. CO? rauy, pll~ueila eacepclon.l Be
~811Ullla,1 naCioDl!I barharal'
allvcltrel; que 1I0van au Vida lin cultlvo do lIu~l.acloo, tlenen talrden, y,tambieo la'tleneD de la.mo-ral estrivada en 1o, primcro' principios quo guian ala practien do 10/'0110, honesto.
Asi PIIOS III prac.tica do 10 jllsto y honeslo por las ohras de eada cua hacia si yau familia, '1 tam.
bien,en 10 selali~ {a 10 10Cledod A quc perteneee, se ,j! como uo medio que gsrantiza" conClsnea al
hcimbre, para OS timor quo praclica las obras mentoriaa snte DIOS, cualoa 10 proporcionen y don de·
rocho Ii conseguir la vida eternal mas 10 Calta do esto a practica d9 la maldad, caula temor del
~astigo on la vida fUlura. '1'al Idea ee universal 1\ todos 101 hombrol en toda nacion (1), coalesquiera que sea su crodulidad: puee t01~8 en !II moral Ion uniformes en 108 primclO' principios del
doam~ principii que 01 Iii. adesion., fl! , la cJtoisteocia de Ill' plImera eaupa, a .abor de OioP; y OIl
lofprimnros principio! do 10 nalurulez I lohre eonpervar d orden., ,vedar que se perturbo, lIue ella
puray sana moral, aonq,'lo ae llalleA divergentcs en las conilccuoneiaa,deducidas de aquellos prineipios. Ll,B.oligion aai contemplada os auccptihle do lada Religion,que vcrdaderamente lea do
Dios, y por aqUi apareco la toh;rancia de cultos, y el quo Fe dthon ver y respctar 10' cultorel'do
Raligi<>n consldo~nnd(l3e tGdos co.:oo hijoslle Dios ~adre Univcrsal, '1 ~os ~~ ~ormanos repoelf en 01 reCOIlOCIlDlcoto y a~or'Clon quo Ie dehon tubutar par eer eJ plllllClr prlDClJIIO Y cawa universal de tGda 10 e.xistento. (I} S. Pablo Ii los Ibm. Cap 2, lV. 14, 15•
.. Dcste aspacto en q'iC so presenla Ja Religion, vcnimos Ii compreher.der 10 labiduria cia DUe!t",
nctual Gobierno Americano, cobre no teoor mas parto cn nrgocios do Religion quo pOlrjerla ctl
toiC3 sus h.bilnnt08 can la tolerancia, segun los diclados do 10 concieDcia de oadaoCual, 10 que con
rcfJrencia.a1 (;Jp. 31. del Pro(otn Joremias, acredlla 01 Ap08tol.S l'a~l~ (2) dicicodo,{d Stilor:].
}loud.e mlS leyes so!,re 18 mellto do cll03, }' Bobre 9U cor.~oll las escnbll~ y y.'l sere fU moe, y
clio] serlin rai Puoblo. I' cada uno do ellos no onsenar' A su 'Vacino, , cada hombre tI IU hermano, dicicnd", cOli9ce 01 Seilor; porq"e lodos me conoscrAn, deelle el menor haHa cI mayor de ella,."
j Se quiero mas c1arirlad por este acierto de nuestro Got.acrno al pro'Vcer esta hhcriad t
C.jertamente que aqui hay algG diclado por el espiritu vcrdadero, cuya sabiduri~ es orden ada por
altos causas; y por aqw se palpa I. MeslOn que Ie ·debemos .pues lIevaodo lal ncodas de 10 socie.
dad, 10 idenlifiea con lu aU(lcriores mirB8. altocar negocioa de Religion, y dictar la conscrvaoion
y 90stoneion del ordon. vcdando quo 10 (lcrturbo. ASlllovara cada cual su credulidad y rogulan.
lhd lie coaducta do IIna manera Jusla. rocional,quieta, y pocificamente: asi los iodi"idaos se smaran mutuamoato, se amlliiaran, cump!irfln sus oonlratos en al COlllcrcio kUlllano. so veran COl1S0.
!,&.dos y aocorrid03 los pobres miserables y huerfanol en sus tribulaciooesj ooD 10 demna enollei'.
Iliente , lIevar adolanle una hion arreglada socicdad tI quo Dios llama il (odolloa IJIjol de la huwaoa eS(lccie. fl) A 108 Heb. Call.tl...... 1'6. H.
.
La Religion pura 6 su e,pirilu, monda Ilreer, como misterio principal yaeeesario para 'CDOS8a
goir la salud 08piritual, In eXlsloncia de Dios" oei dice cl Aposiol S, Pablo Ii los Hebreos Cap.
II. v. 6,,, gs.aeceaario~ue el que Ii Dios ee allega, erea que el nistc" que os remuoerador de
los qua 10 busca. con dillgonciu." En clio EC inc/uye la observan~ia de los preceptor. Fuera de
esto, 10 domas quc II cada Religion pertenece como genullflliones, ~. olras cOlllposturas dol cuerflO , vcstidos, !litos de pnlahras, Ccrcmonins
coinparatiYllmento 610 refel'ido como eseocial
~ ·10 Roligion. SOli accillerrt~s quo Ie IldOroRn'-y finon al culto debido'li .Dies; 10 que ,'~eces ._
oedioDdo decli.1I i £upc.-liclon·que dcbo cvilarsc. l\1os tcdo cUlto limpioy recto osgroto' Ill;
os, y RSlse esplicaocl Sdi<lr p(lr Alnlnquias "Cap I, v, Il,' Desde 01 nacimienlo del !lol basta.l
00890, glande 09 mi nOUlbrocn las 8enlc~: '1 cn todo lugar se sacnfica y oCceceli mi Domhrc obi
bcion limpiil;"
,
En lil.lteligion pura el medio $eguro y dicaz parn con"$uir -\0 .alud espiritual enformada ob
perdida por In culpa, cs .Is renilenciavlrtud,.ij acto de contrlcion (ormado anla Dio. por mon,OB
~oJlreRltArll1eJ, eemo DOD e alllor de J)iO~1 1a CllpCfllJlZa lIonlncioDI el108lor del Sellor QIlO II

dli:

«,

l'ri,ncipiO, d,«:,S8,b,iduri"a, y la, erica"t"ia"e,n,l,o in,l~ncion ,I'!Ir,a n,e oren,de~ ell ad'eI8Ilte"O, y Prt, CtiClI,'I' 1a.
0~ra9 ,eo 10 JU3tO y honesto. La pr,edeotlRUCIOn que da Dlos ~ la 610rla,la beDe 10uo hLmhra d"sd~
reciba el~er ,en existencla, qlie con:lo fav~tlibi~' se hade empl~ari mail la idea del ca'liRo pOl'

quo

,IllS ofensas ' a Ie JIISliCIS. nos mueve Cl temor; p~ro Dosohos DO hlmo. de cletetniloar cbalmllad ell
JDtensidad,nien duriu:ioJi;eetoea,reservado a solo 10s'ioeacr\ltllbl"·~IIl"iu. dO nlos Ulli .i&a'mentejuato; como inClnitsmeUle ii1isericoidiolioybueno.
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1. ~. H.E.n Is ReligieD c:ristl1lDaCatolica Romana
slete Sacramen~os; mas' estos no'diceft
,:Oflosiciolll.la Doctrina daReligioD pura. que queda e.puesta, coo ,ella puedeo estar. EI Bautis:mi>.seg'1~ IlI,Evangelio'da,~: JUBI)"CBp: 3. v,!,fI.es necesllrio para CIlnsegulr el, Reyno'de ,DiQ§.;
:.m!s: ,eLFluminll ~ueea (llque so ,h~ce ecbando la aguaal Eau,tisado,lo pUedebacer c::slefquier
,.. hom~le61I1ugor"auDqu~ no s~a Cristiano, eOIl·tal que se~ declr las pslabr~6de 10 forma, y lee di:ga al ,!,chu la, agua C6Il J!lte~clon d~ bacer 10 que la Igl.esla al cOllfenr: los ISacrameot8s,sd coosigue ~o ofectoquoesla gracla Sao'~fican.te. regen~rat~va >: el carae~er de Cristiano~ Hay Bautis,m,~· Flaml"", yesto es el Act9 de CODtnclon amba deflDldo comun en toda ,Religion, y asllamhi.
,en,oolnuD el.Bjutismo Sangulni, y es en elque so sufre la muelte defendiendo la causa de Dios.
~LSacral)l,ento de hi, c:oohrlllBcion es do puro,cansejo. EI da la Penitencia nec:esarill in re I) en
;~9tGulique pec~ de,spues,det BautislBo, esla penitencia virtud 6 acto de contricion fredicho colliun
~n~daRellgio,n. £1 Sacram,eDto de la Eucal'istiade infinito·.valor, en el se ofrece Cristo en sa.
'~rir~iopo_r todoslos hqmbre,s.y el e?mo' comunioD, segun ~J~lesia se recibe, el1 01 lJautisni().
Eusacr::lme~to de .laElllremu=Uoclon es de precertoE~leSla~lICo.
EI del ~rdeD dli 8acerdo.
"te8,y , D~dle obhga ell '·rartleulsr.
For ultimo e ms.trllOODlO es contrato CIVIl coroun II tode
.l1o\1l1)rei: en su elevaeion a ra.ngp dd~'a'Crameoto en la Iglefis, los 11l1smOS (.ontrayentes SOD Mi<mstros, y e1 Eclesiastico solo eauo tesligo, y dli lasbendiciones ouneiale" quesin.ellas e.taetse,
Sacramento..""
_,
, 2 iliA 103' M inistrouo ostaReligion,por servirlo. Sacramental y otros actos. ohjeto:de eu
.oflcitJ Sacer<lllla I.", los ocurro enn honorarlO, 10 que es muyjultPi y euoque Cristo dice S. Mateo
C'I) to. y. 1:1 Grall! rfolhill.j, Gratl! dad;, Tamblen dice enS. Lucas Cap 10. v. 7. Dtgno e8 ~l
, Trabqjatior de llol Jama!' . Mja, e.to s~ entiendo de 'llna m~nera modesla justa y espontanea: y no
, por precld, como 'se eXlge el pago ~e D!eslllfls en N ,'1'11. ,~aJo 10' P<IlR 4e Degane lea: tl.sCl'llllieIitOf.
Sepulcros, y otr88 gracias del Mmlsteno. yademas que Be les pague, por csda Acto honorarieftasado en Arancel escritCil, y otro arbitrario, Ips que ei no se psganno se silve, puoa oato haqe.ll'
,Aulores cometer·.SimoOlas reales. A.ctos de, Apo' t. Cap. B. w. 1B.al 23.
, ,
3. III No~a., Hfpotesi: En todo el T8rr.ito~io de N .Ai coda ailo 80, bacen CUIC.Oil!lI,~utiElnO.r •
.,IU hoa,rano otros lantos pesos. "Tresmd Casamlentos Ii ocho pesos callsan .,eIDte 1 c;.uatr<jDid.
"DiCuntoa quese eotielun tre!l1lil qui..ientos II seis pews,"dan vel~~ y 1111 mil. LaefunCiones,diJ
Santos P.tronos di,'z(J)l1 pesos y, ,0tIO~ ta.n.tos las Primiciae: monto"rotal selentemilpesos, no com.
,utando 10/1, p!lmpas y Aranceles arllltrarlOs. .Mas!l Ee,. pagaran los Diesmos integro8 ell08 can•
•ariao cisnmil pl'!Qa. ll'porq"o no.conoce et l'ueblocEtos Ian OIar,bllDntes gravamenea. y se (e
hRCfI duro que la AS8\1lblea diera un Impuesto de tr~iDlamil pesos, 'para gastos del Tenitorio"
,i I\h! ·Ipor.que ,el fa~atis1Do Ie cierra los oi<?s 6 esto: y.le hace desconoeer 01 dchfir de .Ciudl1-da~~
..;..
..
. 4.. GS 'Yllltima Nots~, .En la R~ljgi(lnCristiaDa Ca~oliea 1\Pm9na~xisli6Ia lJamada 8anta.l,,<
.rj,H:io~! os.ta soprete~!o de ,ReligIOn .causa~a las mayor~li'injurias Cl la bumanidad, oierrori.ando,perBIguleodo, y qUltando de la ~llstencla Clloe ,.exlsul1lados culpados, y muchlls veOG. a"1011
justos e.Jnocentee, malamente perseguidos, ussodo .val idnd .de torD\cotQs j deJas hOgUOfU ~n !lUll
Ips sacri1icCll\ba,eD'ill ,,"0 fUtgo: esta fu4! mas temble que la espadli,deMahoma; petola cwihsa; cion'del ,ptesenle siglo, elesplfitu "Fllos06co y su Ii:f!cjo"q\lo con9llela ReJigl(~D en' su· djgnidad,
motiv/!, llra~ias ClDioe, queen·homble. ~oquaicion rue8e~quitad~.dli)8i.l-, ",jAOo:I.llsia:., . •
laseJ:oomuDlones y ,ott al .ceo.uras ~clell8lt1~s fuesen ,quJla"da. 4e au eles.o. his ~ue 'son muy raral ell.lugares que todaYla predomlDa el delpotllmol 7 elto:,osque lalJeclbe ellalllltl.mo III '11

.1iI

f'enm.

.

.'

. . ,.
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deR~llgio" ""ra,aJ8Hocatoda ~ll8cdeadoradorci: milS
10Jj fJ\lS llevDII)08I!1 Sagradn Jjl3cntura, estomol en di6culttldes.-que oeunaD,' 10 que dice el Di.
'. .ion RedsntMcn S. ~uaD O.p•..6 v. 39..ElcudrlflDd/a,' ElQ'illlra,. &. .
.
.
,E;I que se.sltbscrihe profl!~a la Religi<Jo Criltiaua Catolica ApoatolicallomaDI.ulllr ~"l'p'

ill11llla....pl1esta canalum'lIte Ie Idea

.ta'IYlr·, monr. Amen.
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ANTONIO JOSE MARTINEZ DE SANTISTEVAN.
'1'&01 Septicmbr. t4A. Do d.o 1~. ImpreDta de..J. 'M. M. ':Carg. do V. F. a.. .

.,'

:"t"" AJ'I(/ C,Ma rcmiliia·6liJ GIf«/il tie·,SantII Fe cl>n(ernitnte alas nc;(as &ol>rc 'R, li~,wl1.,
..yell)r '~.IIWr de la uacetJ do ::iJDta Fi! 1'1. M. -,-.- No era IItI 1I1tencion Gcul'~r ) Ii i8" C{)!um.
lIO] do I~ Gacets, y muchomeno. en aeuntus de Rehg!OD; peru COIllO 116 hay (jlro 1";J1.. 1 pl.blico en
eite TdJ'rit.oeiq, y D1i caractcr como religioso. hii eido tan falaamentc atacada p,or un Editoria~p'u~
'Meado ~n dil:lla (aacet'a'til dill 3 del <:ofricnte Septicmbre; el honor, la' jUblieia, la verd~d y' 101 in'v'lo~
Jable derccho que mo .olllpara para defelld~rma, de tales ataques, me impuJ68n,~ tomar la rl~ma cD'
esta vet ~oa 01 CaclUBIVO obJeto de desdetu y negar pubhcamente tales aaerelones falses'y culum~
ilJ:oS8.s;' -La' filanttOpia, 10 8enerosidad. y la armenia qU!l,caraeteriaa Cl toda EOciedal! clvili.n'
da"B1oviG il mucbas de las pe~sonaa mas visibles. y 6 las Autoridades prillclpllies del Ternrorio
P.~~'D:Yls!t~rme ta.n I~o" ccooomo''lrri~ll~' F611i ,~,Itimav~,en el Agilalo'8nteriGr; y tu've la

'JltC&"Y,'fls~:wuw.f~lIC;Ccptllt'~'im1eIJtI,~,,_ns~;eotWtqJ,~er~,~~
il.>rG.>rminl.finlstrcr f"rot8irtan(e Jormo pafte,'tuve IIlIeDIU el rato placer de pegar ,tales' vi~itaBI

:pero Corno ci CaBO requiere bablnr solo de In del 8eilOr QOI1II8B ili,,1, que de la materia qUf,el'Edi.
tor a£iim~ 'iii de CDSII que se, paresca, se trat6 dbranl~ la coti\oereacion ,entre mi el 8~'fior' Gallegos
y dho. SeilJr GormaD, y aunque Be tocO algo de 'Rellglen, f~ solo haclendo memona de unos escritas publicados en lcis811~3-anteri.ros; pero en nirigunll inan9ra. hablamos Bobie cMablecer nin, guo SisteJDa IIi Secta do Rahl!:ion, nide madllr de creencia, como aliI par meras conjelura~ Be aser.
't~. _Segun so palpa el EJitorial se propuso por objeto al puhlicar tales folscdutlcs,preocupar
61 Pueltlo contra laa personas que nomina con la eeperonza de cooseguir votos 11 f&vor tid S<iJot'
O:"io con aacrificio y, detrimento del honor y el caracter de las victimRs que se trata de Jr.molar eR
c"lllfar.de la 'calulDllia; psro gracias 6 Dios que vel!! sohre torios, que el Puehlo vI! con «:Iojo dol
desprecio esas armas que la politico de la Democracia NaciOllal del dia, usa, mesclando Jo politico
call 10 religieso, para btlrir 6 lI'\uellosqne no Bostienen III Csntlidate perpetuo, en 10 quo parece con~
siste 8U nacionalidad. -Mi crecneia religiosa, Se60r Editor~s.)a Cristiano Catolicn Apoetolica"Roman~, soy llll Ministro en dichll ReligiQo', ningun partido:ilfolitioo me bar6 ,des~ir de ella,
aonque se.jllsg,lle 10 cOlltl'flrio, soy \lll. MiDl!\1ro en dlcha Religion;, Y'lIo,. mudh08 ,aii~ ~ sido y
sera lin fllorle s~!te:Je1or desta crooncra u''llle srt mortem; y aun qoo,.esttte;sotreml'y cl 'actual
1'ielado \Ina desaveoeucia,erto hli dniJanado solamente 1'01 que, rcpruebo y &6Y en contra dt' una
Circular que el doo, Prelado hli puesto en N: M: que trene por unico y'Jlfineipal objeto ilacrificar il
.0M,e,Pl!j:llJQJJ&~tjto.~.cm.~le
p eIi~ 80bre petleiolu;~atIloCllBEOnciolo conpeDa8 y CtntUIDE,
nunque Ideale.: pli.ro que ell clerto'modo pllgnllriIl1lilibetfajl:Jlel'h6m'biC';'eotC'lJ1ira eaci'tlr Untllfm.:
bieion cielta que dicho Prelado. desde su nrribo nqui. hll' manifestado por los intereses temporales.
, nun on p;rjtiiciO directo de los cspirituales: ambicion que la misma Religion reprueba, y ademas
III civilisacion :y genio lIel presente siglo 'clama y grita ,contra tales impuestoB, 'tan pOfados cc>mo
injustos. slendo 10 c'rueld,ad y 10 avaIicil1 cubiertos con cl mnntode la Religion. Espero, Se.
ilor,Editor, quo tendrA III bondad de inserter en SUB columnas I. presenle.cootestaeion al Articulo
" Protestanllsmo " qucdando.sicmpre obiigodo)'6 a soetoner 'conlra la folsedad de dho. Articulo,
con hechos y con pruehas: nada tcmo a las quc Et' menciona que existen en la ofJeina de 10 Gacela
pues lBe'hallo tan libre do tan falso testimonio, que no me avcrj!upnso. sino quc os mi deber ros'
tener mi inocencia. DlCha Carta tmama con fa safutoeion. ANTONIO J. MARTINEZ.
ocr S., copiao aqui las reglas 5 '" Y 6,'''' de una Carta Circular que el Reverendo Ohispo D.
Joan L~my diO por Estatuto Diosesano con fecha 14 do Enero de 1854, y sigUPD. R. 5. '" Los
,fieles deeste Territorio, ilo tienendo pretesto p!!ra quejarse de los derechos parrolluiales,lli de la in.
versioa dc los diezmos. sabrila que hcmos quitado 6 los Sres. Curas toda faeultad para administrar
los sacramentos, y liar In sepultura ecclesiastica 6 Jas cabezas de familia que se rchuson de entre.
gar licilmente Is que les toea de los diezmos... R. 6. '" Desde el dia primero de Fellrero de 1854,
se cobraraD triples los derechos parroquialt's por la administration deJos &8Cramentos ckl bautismo, matrimonio,y.do la,sppultura eceleslost!ca de 108 fieles que'pcrtllllcceDU las famIlias que
cumplen con el qumto preeel'to dc la'lglesla.
Lll R. 5•. " Establece Qlonop.olio. ordenand(\ que no se deo.10s ~acramellteB y SepulcfO'. ,111&
'So ,eumolemtegro e1 pago de Dlozm08, que a!i montanan 6 cleomll peaos; Mas la 8. 6." E~ta.
blece cobrar trlpl08 los derechos del Araocel, si'no'so'dA iotelro aquel pogol y Bste triplo, segun
la ,hipolesi, haria subir el'(lvencionario 6 eienlo ciocuenta mil peFos, 6 mas de 10 'lue cauaDn las
funciono8 do Santos Patronos, Primicias, Pompas. Aranceles arbitrarioB &. y he aqui el inconvc•
.JI!en~e lIIel Pueblo do N.l\l. para SOllortl1r impucst08 que dehen cubrir lOB gaBtos prealSOB del Tel'
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NOTE ON THE PRECEDING IMPRINTS

Page 134: Last page of a defective copy in the possession of the Editor
(title and first two pages missing) of CUADERNO DE CUENTAS QUE CONTIENE
LAS PRINCIPALES REGLAS DE LA AroTMETICA, ESPECULATIVAS y PRACTICAS,
FACILES A INSTRUIRSE, AUN SOLA CON SU [ECTURA Y UNA POCA DE MEDITACION, LOS JOVENES ApLICADOS A ESTA FACULTAD. PaR EL PRESBlTERO
ANTONIO JOSE MARTiNEZ CURA DE TAos: Impreso en La ofieina del mismo,
a cargo de Jesus Maria Baca. NUEvo MEJlco ANa DE 1836. See Henry R.
Wagner, "New Mexico Spanish Press," NMHR, vol. 12 (1937), pp. 18-19,
for description and reproductions of title and last page of copy in the
Huntington Library, San Marino, California (206073). (See frontispiece
for title reproduced from Wagner. )

Pages 135-137. Reproduced from a copy in the possession of the Editor.
See Douglas C. McMurtrie, "The History of Early Printing in New
Mexico," NMHR, vol. 4 (1929), p. 4°8, for a description of the copy
belonging to the Historical Society of New Mexico. For a discussion of the
issues involved in Martinez' controversy with Lamy, based in part on a
translation of this document in the Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa
Fe, see E. K. Francis, "Padre Martinez: A New Mexican Myth," NMHR,
vol. 31 (1956), pp. 283-89.
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ROYAL TREASURY RECORDS
RELATING TO THE PROVINCE OF
NEW MEXICO, 1596-1683
(concluded)

FRANCE V. SCHOLES

4) Military Expenses
After the withdrawal of many of the colonists from New Mexico
in the autumn of 1601, Juan de Onate's agents in Mexico City
petitioned the viceroy to authorize enlistment of a large contingent
of recruits for the province at the expense of the royal treasury.
Although the viceroy and his advisers postponed action on this and
other requests pending reappraisal of conditions in New Mexico
and consultation with the King and the Council of the Indies, they
did approve the dispatch of four Franciscan friars to replace those
who had returned to Mexico in 160 I with the deserting colonists.
When the new group of missionaries was sent out in 1603,the
viceroy provided a military escort of ten soldiers. A ledger entry of
January 22, 1603, records an advance salary payment of 2,500
pesos (250 pesos apiece) to these men (listed by name) to help
them prepare for the journey to New Mexico. 37 It is of some interest to note that five members of the group were colonists who
had gone to New Mexico with Onate in 1598, or with the reinforcement expedition of 1600; and that two of the others may have
been sons of a 1598 colonist. These men had probably traveled to
Mexico City with Vicente de Zaldivar in 1601-1602 as representatives of the loyal colonists.
Since March 1600 Alonso de Onate had been serving in Spain
as representative of his brother Don Juan, seeking royalconfirmation of provisions of the contract for the colonization of New Mexico as authorized by Viceroy Luis de Velasco II, which had been
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modified or suspended by his successor, the Conde de Monterrey.
By 1602 Don Alonso had achieved a modest measure of success.
In 1603 he was joined by Vicente de Zaldivar, who had come from
New Spain to urge approval by King and Council of Juan de
Onate's appeal for enlistment of three or four hundred additional
soldier-colonists at treasury expense. The Council rejected this
petition because of the current uncertainty about conditions in the
colony. It did, however, approve recruitment in Sevilla and SanlUcar of forty musketeers and ship carpenters, and two pilots skilled
in measuring latitude and longitude for the enterprise. They were
to be sent out in the next ~ota to New Spain. Evidently Juan de
Onate was to pay their salaries, for the royal decrees authorizing
this project provided that the treasury expenditures should cover
only minimum transportation costs to Veracruz. a8
Under the supervision of Alonso de Onate, this group embarked
for New Spain in the 1604 £lata. Zaldivar had left Spain earlier.
During a stopover at Santo Domingo one of the pilots and five of
the others deserted; the rest arrived in Veracruz sometime during
the second half of 1604. A ledger entry dated November 2, 16°4,
lists payment of 2,018 pesos to Alonso de Onate to reimburse him
for transportation expenses of those who had completed the voyage. 39
In the summer of 16o 5 two more Franciscan missionaries were
sent out to New Mexico under escort of twenty soldiers who had
received an advance salary payment of 200 pesos each, totaling
4,000 pesos, from the treasury office of Mexico City, "to help them
obtain horses, arms, and other things necessary for the journey."
Acceptance of the advance payment obligated them to serve with
Onate in New Mexico for six months. After that, and pending a
decision concerning the future status of the colony, they would
serve at Onate's expense. 40 The ledger item states that Vicente de
Zaldivar had recruited the twenty soldiers. This suggests that some,
if not all of them, were members of the group of musketeers
brought from Spain by Alonso de Onate in the preceding year.
For this, however, there is no direct evidence; and because the
treasury record does not list the soldiers by name, it is impossible to
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determine how many of them may have remained permanently in
New Mexico.
In December 1607 Fray Lazaro Ximenez brought news of Juan
de Onate's resignation to Mexico City. As noted above, this led to
. a series of events which culminated in positive measures by Viceroy Velasco to ensure permanence of the Hispanic colony and con~
tinuation of the missionary program. In addition to generous expenditures for and to the colonists and for dispatch of more Franciscan friars to serve in the Pueblo missions, the treasury offices of
Mexico City and Zacatecas made substantial outlays for military
expenses.
A ledger item dated February I I, 1608, records advance salary
payments. amounting to 2,800 pesos for nine soldiers to escort
Father Ximenez, whom the viceroy was sending back to New
Mexico with important orders for Onate and other leaders of the
colony. Two members of this force, one designated as the captain
and the other as armero (gunsmith), received payments of 350
pesos each; seven, listed as soldados (common soldiers), received
300 pesos apiece. 41
A month later, in March 1608, the viceroy ordered enlistment of
a contingent of ten soldiers as military escort for food supplies,
clothing, and livestock to be sent from Mexico City and Zacatecas,
and for service in New Mexico pending final action concerning
maintenance of the colony. The viceroy authorized advance payments to these men of a year's salary of 450 pesos each, 300 pesos
to be paid in Mexico City and 150 pesos in Zacatecas. Two of the
original ten who had received 300 pesos before leaving Mexico
City deserted and were replaced in Zacatecas by two new recruits
who were given advance payments of 300 pesos each, or salary for
eight months. These advances amounted to 4,800 peSOS.42
To serve as military escort for the newly appointed governor,
Pedro de Peralta, nine Franciscans, and supplies of food, farm
implements, and building materials sent to New Mexico in 1609,
a detachment of sixteen soldiers was organized. By viceregal order
they received advance payment for a year of 450 pesos each-a total
of 7,200 pesos. 43
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The thirty-five soldiers of the three escort parties of 1608-1609
who made the entire journey to New Mexico are listed by name in
the treasury records. One of them served twice, going out with
Fray Lazaro Ximenez in 1608, and again with Governor Peralta
and the friars in 1609. In later years (1611-1614) twelve of these
soldiers, who had returned to Mexico City, filed claims for additional compensation for time served in New Mexico, ranging in
individual cases from six to thirty-three months more than the
term for which they had received advance payments. Some of the
claimants alleged that Juan de Ofiate and his son Cristobal, or
Governor Peralta, had coerced them into remaining in New
Mexico against their will, threatening them with severe penalties.
In some cases the claims were paid in full; in others the viceroy
and treasury officials awarded sharply reduced compensation. Total
additional salary payments for these twelve soldiers amounted to
4,340 peSOS.44 Thus the total expenditures for military escorts in
1608-1609 come to a substantial sum, 19,140 pesos.
Military escorts for caravans to New Mexico were deemed
necessary, then and later, to protect them from marauding Indians
on the northern frontier of New Spain, especially in the region
beyond the mining town of Santa Barbara, often described in contemporary documents (including treasury records) as "tierra de
guerra y despoblada." But Viceroy Velasco also hoped that salaries
paid in advance might attract recruits who would remain in New
Mexico as permanent settlers. How many of the thirty-four members of the 1608-1609 contingents did decide to stay? We know
that twelve eventually returned to Mexico City to file claims for
additional compensation. Some of them may have gone back to
New Mexico, although I have not found their names in later New
Mexico documents. Nine, perhaps ten, of the escort soldiers had
been resident colonists of New Mexico since 1598 or 1600. These
men had probably traveled to Mexico City as representatives of
the colony, or on private business, and were enrolled as salaried
soldiers for their return journey to New Mexico. So it would
appear that only twelve or thirteen new soldier-eolonists had reinforced the Hispanic settlements there.
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From 1610, when Pedro de Peralta took office as provincial
governor, to the 1670'S, the viceregal government took no steps to
establish a garrison, or presidio, of salaried soldiers in New
Mexico. For protection against possible revolt by the Pueblo
Indians and forays on the frontiers of settlement by Apache,
Navajo, and other nomadic or semi-nomadic tribes, the province
depended upon a locally organized militia of Hispanic colonists,
augmented if necessary by Indian auxiliaries. The core of this force
consisted of thirty to thirty-five soldier-encomenderos-Ieaders of
prominent provincial families-who received annual payments of
tribute in kind from Pueblo villages in lieu of salary from the royal
treasury. The governor, who also held the title of captain general,
officially served as commander-in-chief, but effective leadership,
especially in frontier campaigns, was normally exercised by ex,perienced militiamen appointed by the governor to officer rank as
maestre de campo, sargento mayor, capitan, or alferez. Some influential members of the Hispanic colony enjoyed these ranks and
titles under a succession of governors, and this resulted in continuity and esprit de corps for this small provincial militia; the
rank and file were usually dispersed on farms or in small hamlets.
Neither officers nor men received any stipend, but they could expect preferment in grants by the governor of the more lucrative
encomiendas.
The only tenured and salaried member of the local militia in
New Mexico was the armero, who was appointed by the viceroy
and responsible for maintenance and repair of armor and weapons,
and for general control and distribution, under the governor's direction, of the munitions supplied by the royal treasury. Gaspar
Perez, the first salaried arrnero, came to New Mexico as a member
of the military escort for Fray Lazaro. Ximenez when he returned
to New Mexico in 1608. Perez served until his death on May 25,
1648. The second armero whose salary payments appear in the
aV,ailable records was Manuel Jorge, appointed by the viceroy on
November 6, 1655. Before this he had served occasionally as commander (cabo) of military escorts for the New Mexico mission
supply caravans. Jorge held the post until September 19, 1658,
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when his successor, Joseph Jurado, took over: We have ledger
entries for payments to Jurado up to October 15, 1664_ After thi$
date the extant accounts list no further payments for an armero.
For the years 1608-1612, Perez received 450 pesos per annum. The
salary was reduced to 300 pesos in December 1612, then increased
to 350 pesos in July 1618, after which it remained constant at that
figure. Total payments to Perez, Jorge, and Jurado amounted to at
least 16,350 pesos. 45
Before Juan de Onate left New Mexico in 16IO he turned over
to Governor Peralta, by order of the viceroy and "for the security
of those settlements," his surplus supplies of military materiel, as
follows: 644 pounds (libras) of gunpowder; 14 muskets (mosquetes), and 3 musket barrels; 39 balls for "artillery pieces;" one
set of bellows; 3 large sledgehammers for crushing rock; and 5
slabs (planchas) of iron weighing 223 pounds altogether. On May
9, 161 I, the treasury office in Mexico City paid Onate 2,247 pesos
for theseitems. 46 In 1613, 1625, and 1633, small amounts of gunpowder and lead for the manufacture of bullets were sent to New
Mexico at a total cost to the royal treasury of 430 pesos. 47 Then, in
1636, the viceroy, prompted by recurring reports of Indian unrest
in New Mexico, authorized a treasury outlay of 1,300 pesos for
1,200 pounds of gunpowder and a large supply of lead to be sent
out with the newly appointed provincial governor, Luis de Rosas.
This set a precedent, and the same amounts of powder and lead
were dispatched to New Mexico with all but one of Rosas' successors prior to 1680. 48 The total expenditures for shipments of
munitions and other military supplies mentioned amounted to
22, I 77 pesos.
During the years 1612-1630 the treasury offices of Mexico City
and Zacatecas made salary payments totaling 15,850 pesos to members of military escort parties for five mission supply caravans that
made the round trip to and from New Mexico. 49 The size of the
escorts varied from eight to thirteen soldiers, and individual stipends ranged from 200 to 450 pesos, the usual amount being 300
pesos. The rosters of these men reveal that twelve; perhaps fourteen, were resident colonists of New Mexico, four of whom held
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ranks as alferez to captain in the provincial militia. Three mein~
bers of the escort for the 1625-1626 caraV;an were identified as
encomenderos, and as such they received less salary than their
associates. It is interesting to note that the roster of the1628-i629
party certifies that no member of the group was an encomendero. 50
It seems clear that prior to 1630 tlie viceregal government had
not formulated any consistent and long-term plan for support of
the New Mexico missionary program. Instead, each dispatch of
friars and supplies from 1603 to 1628-1629 had been organized on
an ad hoc basis that reRected immediate needs and circumstances.
Much the same was true with regard to the military escorts sent
out with· the mission supply caravans. In 1631, however; Viceroy
Marques de Cerralvo and the Provincial of the Franciscan· Province of the Holy Gospel entered into a formal contractual agreement which provided for a triennial mission supply service to be
managed by a Franciscancomisario. The terms and norms that
would determine the amount of treasury expenditure for each triennium were set forth in considerable detail. 51 The contract· also
stated: "His Majesty, as is customary, will provide the necessary
[military] escort." The size of the escort and the amount to be
expended for it by the treasury was not specified. For the first tric.
ennial supply caravan of 163°-1633 the viceroy authorized treasury
outlays of 4,4°0 pesos for advance salary payments to fifteen sol;.
diers and 1,123.5 pesos for transport of their equipment, supplies,
and personal effects-a total expenditure of 5,523.) pesos for the
triennium. 52
The treasury accounts record similar expenditures for military
escorts for successive triennial caravans up to and including the
years 1660-1663. The salary total for each escort party was divided
as follows: 400 pesos for the cabo, or commander; 300 pesos apiece
to eleven soldiers; 240 pesos for one soldier; and 230 pesos each to
two members of the escort. The recipients of less than 300 pesos
are identified in some ledger entries as New Mexico encomenderos.
The term of service for which advance payment was made was a
year and a half, the time usually required for the journey to New
Mexico, a stay of four to six months in the province, and the return
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trip to Mexico City (sometimes defined in the treasury records by
the phrase ida, estadq, y vuelta). The 1,123.5 pesos covered the
cost of two wagons with mule teams and other necessary equipment for a year and a half at. an annual rate of 374.5 pesos per
wagon.
For the eleven triennial caravans during the years 1630 to 1663,
the treasury spent a total of 60,758 pesos for military escorts. The
1631 contract was terminated in 1664. Under the terms of new
agreements, made first with Juan Manso de Contreras, an ex-governor of New Mexico, and later with the Franciscans, the royal
treasury was no longer obligated to subsidize the military escorts,
except for 2,400 pesos for transport and freight charges for small
contingents of soldiers whom Manso enlisted at his own expense to
accompany the three caravans sent out between 1664 and 1672.53
The rosters of the military escorts as recorded in the ledger accounts of 1630-1663 deserve some comment. Ten of the soldiers
named may be identified as members of families who had come to
New Mexico during the Onate period or soon thereafter. Most of
the others probably first came as escort soldiers, and of these at
least fifteen, perhaps twenty, eventually became permanent residents. In due course some of these new settlers achieved positions
of considerable influence in provincial affairs, serving in such
offices as administrative secretary (secretario de gobierno y guerra)
to a provincial governor, as lieutenant governor of the Rio Abajo
district, as alcalde mayor of one of the rural subdivisions of the
province, or as a semi-permanent officer in the local militia. 54 The
rosters also show that several soldiers, including some who had
established residence in New Mexico, served in two, three, and in
one instance four different escort parties. This would suggest that
escort duty might have provided a useful temporary or supplementary source of income for new settlers. Other seventeenth-century
documents indicate that the triennial mission caravans also served
the convenience of merchants and traders engaged in commerce
between Old and New Mexico. Indeed, it seems reasonable to suppose that some of those who served in more than one mission es-
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cort were men who found it profitable to combine trade and
military service. 55
Before 168o Pedro de Peralta and most of his successors as governor made the outgoing journey to New Mexico in the company
of a mission supply caravan. In five instances, however, newly
appointed governors (Ceballos, Pacheco de Heredia, Ugarte y la
Concha, Penalosa, and Miranda) were sent out at other times. In
these cases special escorts were provided at treasury expense for a
total cost of 19,188 pesos. 56
The various categories of military expense may be summarized
as follows:
Pesos
Transportation charges for the musketeers and ship carpenters
brought from Spain in 1604
Salaries of armeros, New Mexico militia
Munitions and other military supplies
Military escorts
Total

2,018
16,350
22,177
123,836
164,381

5) Emergency Expenditures
In addition to the periodic outlays for munitions, the armero's
salary, and escort contingents, the royal treasury made other military expenditures when emergencies arose in New Mexico.
During the years 1610-1630 the Franciscan friars established at
least twenty new missions in Pueblo Indian villages located on or
near the Rio Grande and its major tributaries" and on the eastern
and western frontiers of the province. Unfortunately their evangelizing activities were often hampered by a series of disputes
with the provincial governors over missionary methods and exploitation of Indian labor and tribute. On various occasions the
friars also encountered the hostility of native priests, defenders of
their traditional religion. 57
In July 1629 the Franciscans founded the first mission among
the Zuni at the pueblo of Hawikuh. Later a second Zuni mission
was established, probably in the pueblo of Halona. From the be-
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ginning the native priests were unfriendly, and on Sunday morning, February 22, 1632, Fray Francisco Letrado was killed by
"idolaters" outside the Hawikuh church. Five days later, on February 27, Fray Martin Arvide and two soldiers accompanying him
were killed by Zuni Indians; Arvide was on his way from Hawikuh
to preach to the Zipia Indians in northern Sonora. An inscription
on EIMorro (Inscription Rock) in western New Mexico tells us
that a few weeks after these tragic events a military detachment
went out "to avenge the death of Father Letrado." The date of the
inscription, "23 de MO de 1632Ao," has usually been read as
March 23, 1632, but it could also read May 23. In any case the
punitive expedition did not restore Spanish authority among the
Zuni Indians, who had abandoned their village homes and assembled on nearby Corn Mountain, their traditional refuge for
defense. 58
The Hispanic colonists were deeply concerned, fearing that
these events might presage serious disturbances in other pueblos.
In the autumn of 1632 they sent a prominent citizen, Sargento
Mayor Francisco GOmez, to Mexico City to request aid. On
February 28, 1633, the viceroy, Marques de Cerralvo, authorized
enlistment in Zacatecas of a detachment of soldiers to go to New
Mexico under GOmez' command "for the punishment of the
Indians who had rebelled against the royal service of his Majesty."
On June 4, 1633, the royal treasury office in Zacatecas made advance salary payments totaling 5,400 pesos to twelve soldiers who
had been recruited for service in New Mexico by the Lieutenant
Captain General of the Zacatecas jurisdiction. 59 GOmez probably
arrived in New Mexico with these men in October or November
i633·60
Contemporary documents contain no reference that another
punitive expedition was sent to western New Mexico after the
reinforcements arrived. The Zunis were still entrenched on or near
Corn Mountain, and Governor Mora Ceballos may have felt that
his resources were not adequate for protracted operations against
this stronghold; or, even more likely, he had no interest in conducting a campaign of reprisal. The extant documentation relating to
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his tennof office (1632cI634) indicates that his major purpose as
governor was personal profit, and that his rapacity had alienated
both the Hispanic community and the Pueblo Indians. His succ~s
sor, Francisco Martinez de Baeza, who took office about December
I, 1634, was of the same stripe. He ruthlessly ~xploited th~
Indians, neglected the missions, demonstrated lack of respect for
religious observances, and Routed the authority of the custos as
prelate of the Franciscans. When, in 1635-1636; the Zuni began
to return to their villages, the friars promptly made plans to resume
missionary work among them. Custos Fray Cristobal d~Quir6s
asked Martinez for a military escort and was refused. This precipitated lengthy and acrimonious debate concerning the· right of
the custos to demand military protection for friars stationed in
frontier districts, the proper procedures for making ~uch petitiol1~,
and the legal obligation of the provincial. governor to acc~deto
them. The outcome of the controversy is not known, but it would
appear that no friars were sent to the Zuni pueblos at .this time;
There is rather reliable evidence that the Zuni missions were not
reestablished until the early 1640's,. as part of a comprehensive
effort by Governor Alonso Pacheco y Heredia for $tabilizing pro~
vincial affairs after the unfortunate and turbulent events that occurred during the tenns of Luis de Rosas and his immediate suc~
cessors, 1637-1642.61
During the third quarter of the seventeenth century the security
and defensive posture of the province of New Mexico steadily deteriorated. Several factors caused this: continuing exploitation of
the colonists and natives by provincial governors and their favorites
for personal profit; unseemly controversies between the leaders of
Church and State, which inspired divisive opinions among the
colonists and loss of respect for constitutedauth6rity, lay and eccle~
siastical, by the Pueblo people; resurgence of native religion and
ceremonial, and incipient or attempted revolt in some of the
Pueblo villages; a yearof famine (1670), followed by a year of
pestilence; and increasingly frequent attacks by Apache and
Navajo bands on frontier settlements, during which the raiders
destroyed houses, ransacked churches, and carried off harvested
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food and herds of livestock. During 1665-1675 famine and
Apache-Navajo raids caused the abandonment of several mission
villages in eastern and southern New Mexico. The leaders of the
Hispanic community, Franciscans and soldier-eolonists, were apprehensive for the future, even the very existence, of the provvince;62
In 1676 Fray Francisco de Ayeta, administrator of the mission
supply service, informed officials of the viceregal government in
Mexico City of the critical state of affairs in New Mexico, and, in
the name of the provincial governor and of the cabildo of Santa Fe,
made a formal request for reinforcements. This was a time of financial stress in Spain and the Indies, and colonial officials were reluctant to grant petitions involving new, and probably recurring,
expenditures without approval of the home government. Nevertheless, in view of the urgent need to strengthen New Mexico, the
viceroy, Archbishop Payo de Rivera, authorized enlistment of fifty
soldiers Cforty-seven were conscript convicts) for service on the
frontiers of the province, and purchase of arms, munitions, one
thousand horses, and supplies for these reinforcements. Ayeta
brought the relief force to New Mexico with the triennial mission
supply train in the autumn of 1677. A new governor, Antonio de
Otermfn, an experienced frontier soldier, also accompanied the
caravan and took office in November 1677. Seven of the new recruits had Red en route, taking a herd of horses with them.
During 1675-1677 the Apache and Navajo had continued
their raids, and Governor Trevino had found it necessary to punish
native priests who were fomenting unrest in the Pueblo vi~lages.
The leaders of the Hispanic community felt that additional reinforcements were urgently needed and pressed Ayeta to petition the
viceroy for the establishment of a presidio in Santa Fe with a complement of fifty salaried soldiers. After his return to Mexico City
in 1679 Ayeta presented this appeal, supporting it by cogent arguments based upon precedents of frontier defense in Nueva Vizcaya
and Sonora. The viceroy and his advisers deemed it necessary to
refer the request to the King and Council of the Indies for review
and final decision. In July 1680 the home government gave the
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viceroy discretionary authority to adopt the measures he might consider "suitable and necessary" for the defense of the province of
New Mexico and its missionary foundations.
Meanwhile, Father Ayeta was conducting another mission supply caravan to New Mexico. After it reached £1 Paso del Norte in
the summer of 168o news came that the Pueblo Indians had
staged a successful revolt, and that Governor Otermfn and the
surviving colonists and missionaries were retreating southward
down the Rio Grande. Ayeta promptly sent aid to the refugees, and
after they were assembled in temporary settlements near the Manso
Indian mission of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe (modern Ciudad
Juarez), he allocated large quantities of food and other supplies
from the mission caravan stores for distribution among them. He
also bought cattle from ranches in the Casas Grandes area to help
families in need. Later the royal treasury made partial reimbursement for this aid. Returning in haste to Mexico City, Ayeta once
more appealed for substantial assistance, on behalf of the entire
New Mexico community, to guarantee the survival of the colony
and to support an expedition of reconquest. Now in January 1681,
the viceroy and his advisers, faced by a desperate situation, authorized a generous one-year subsidy, plus arms and munitions, for the
enlistment of 150 settlers from among the refugees, as well as the
founding of a presidio in the Paso del Norte district with a force of
fifty salaried soldiers to be recruited from outside that area. Fina.lly,
the viceroy instructed Governor Otermfn to undertake the reconquest. After Ayeta returned to £1 Paso in August 1681 with these
orders and substantial material aid, Otermfn reorganized the refugee colony, and in November set out with a sizeable force of soldiercolonists on the first, and unsuccessful, attempt at reconquest. The
story of this expedition of 1681-1682 and of Otermfn's last year in
office is well known and need not be recapitulated here. 63
Treasury expenditure for emergency aid to New Mexico, 1677~
1682, amounted to 108,638 pesos. 64 Add to this sum the 5,400
pesos for the 1633 reinforcement and we have an outlay of
114,°38 pesos.
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6) Miscellaneous Expenditures

In addition to the major expenditures described above, the
ledger entries relating to New Mexico record a few miscellaneous
items, as follows: 65
a) Payment to a messenger for taking mail from Mexico City
to Governor Peralta and Franciscan missionaries en route to New
Mexico in 1609-30 pesos.
b) Purchase of clothing for an Indian from San Marcos pueblo
and his wife who were about to return to New Mexico, 1610-45
pesos.
c) Payment to Captain Hernando de Ynojos, procurador of the
New Mexico colony, who had taken reports to the viceroy, 1613-'300 pesos.
d) Financial aid to Don Andres, Indian from New Mexico,
who had traveled to Mexico City with a group of soldiers and had
been found begging in the streets, 1620-50 pesos.
e) Payment to aid the return to New Mexico of three soldiers
who had brought messages for the viceroy, 1623-300 pesos.
f) Payment to a certain Joseph de Arevalo Godoy "for expenses
incurred in the dispatch of New Mexico affairs," 1632-100 pesos.
g) Payment to Captain Juan Mondragon and Sargento Mayor
Rodrigo Hernandez, who had brought to the viceroy reports from
New Mexico concerning "the discovery of pearls,"66 1653-200
pesos.
Summary of Expenditures, 1596-1683
Pesos
38,064
204,778
1,254,500
164,381
114,038
1,025

Colonization costs
Salaries and travel allowances of provincial governors
Support of missionary program
Military expenses
Emergency expenditures
Miscellaneous
Total

1,776,786
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RECEIPTS

ROYAL INCOME derived directly from the province of New Mexico
or from related sources, as recorded in the Cargo, or receipts, divisions of the treasury accounts was negligible during 1596-1683.
This reRected the poverty of New Mexico economy because of
failure to discover rich mineral resources, modest agricultural and
livestock production, and limited Commerce with more prosperous
areas of New Spain. Therefore there was no income from mining
or from import and export duties. Salt from the salinas (salt
marshes) east of the Manzano Mountains was sometimes shipped
to mining areas in Nueva Vizcaya to be used in the almagamation
process for extracting silver, but there is no evidence that the New
Mexico salt fields were exploited as a royal monopoly (regalia).
Ecclesiastical tithes paid in New Mexico amounted to a very
small sum and were expended locally for missionary purposes. The
das novenas usually considered Crown revenue were not collected
by the treasury. 67 .
All the Indian villages were assigned in encomienda to a select
group of soldier-colonists who served as the permanent core of the
provincial militia. No pueblos paid tribute directly to the treasury
as Crown towns, or so-called royal encomiendas. There is no evidence that sales taxes (alcabalas) were collected oil local transactions. 68
It would appear that the Cargo sections of the extant treasury
accounts in the Archivo General de Indias suffered greater damage
than the Data portions from the 1924 fire. Consequently the
record of New Mexico receipts, like those of other provinces, is
doubtless incomplete. The fragmentary entries concern only three
categories of royal income: I) cruzada (sale of ecclesiastical indulgences); 2) penas de camara; 3) mesada and media anata (taxes on
salaries and emoluments of civil and military officials). Revenues
from the cruzada and penas de camara were derived from within
the province. The mesada and mediaanata taxes were levied and
collected by the treasury office in Mexico City.
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''The cruzada, although its proceeds went into the royal treasury,
was always regarded as an ecclesiastical tax and was collected and
administered by churchmen."69 It was first introduced in New
Mexico in 1633 by Fray Juan de GOngora as commissary subdelegate of the central tribunal of the cruzada in New Spain. Father
GOngora served in this capacity for several years, assisted by a lay
treasurer. The first treasurer was Roque de Casaus, a prominent
citizen of Santa Fe who had come to New Mexico as a subsidized
colonist in 1629 and had gained the rank of captain in the provincial militia. He was later replaced as treasurer by Alferez Juan
Marquez, one of Onate's 1598 colonists.
From the beginning Father GOngora's activities as local administrator of the cruzada led to controversy and discord with leaders
of the Hispanic community, who challenged his jurisdiction and
questioned the justice of preaching the cruzada in a frontier province where the soldier-colonists were constantly engaged in a real
crusade against the unconverted Apaches and Navajos who threatened the very existence of the Pueblo Indian missions. During the
term of office of Governor Luis de Rosas (1637-1641) these differences culminated in the arrest of Alferez Marquez in January
1639. He was charged with "certain grave offenses." Sharp dispute
ensued between Governor Rosas, backed by the cabildo of Santa
Fe, and Father Gongora, supported by the Franciscan Custos, Fray
Juan de Salas, over the issue of ecclesiastical authority and jurisdiction. Contemporary documents do not provide a clear picture of
the events that followed, but when the Custos rejected the governor's petition that he order Father GOngora to leave New
Mexico, Rosas banished Gongora on his own authority.70
The proceeds of the cruzada in New Mexico during 1633-1639
are not recorded in the extant documentary sources. The only bit
of information presently available is found in a ledger entry recording settlement with the heirs of Governor Rosas, who was
murdered after he left office,71 for amount of unpaid salary due.
This entry states that Captain Roque de Casaus, as treasurer of the
cruzada in New Mexico, had turned over to Rosas 355 pesos for
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delivery to the officials of the royal treasury. This sum was deducted from the final settlement with Rosas' heirs. 72
The fact that we have no record of cruzada revenues for Marquez' term of service as treasurer, ot for any later period, strongly
suggests that after the untoward occurrences during the Rosas
period no further action to collect the cruzada in New Mexico was
taken during the seventeenth century.
When a new governor received an advance payment of salary,
he was required to give bond to guarantee repayment of any unearned increment before he set out from Mexico City on the long
northward journey to Santa Fe. The bond also obligated him to
pay to the treasury any royal revenue derived from penas de camara during his term of office. Penas de camara may be defined as
pecuniary penalties imposed as a result of litigation involving
State, or Crown, interest. The judicial powers of the governors of
New Mexico included proceedings heard by him in first instance,
or appeals from the judgments of subordinate provincial officials.
Unfortunately we have but little information concerning judicial
proceedings in New Mexico during the seventeenth century. Most
of the pertinent records were destroyed at the time of the Pueblo
Revolt. Extant documentation contains many complaints about the
manner in which some governors conducted judicial business, but
these seldom include specific data about the amount of pecuniary
penalties imposed in final judgments. The only information available for the royal income from penas de camara prior to 1683
appears in the ledger entries recording the final salary payments to
Governors Villanueva, Rodriguez de Medrano, Trevino, and OtermIn. These governors had paid in, or were held responsible for,
penas de camara totaling 697 pesos. 73
A royal cedula of King Philip IV, dated July 21, 1625, imposed the mesada tax on "all temporal and secular offices in his
dominions."74 The tax amounted to one twelfth of the first year's
salary assigned to such offices. Two governors of New Mexico,
Sotelo Osorio and Silva Nieto, paid the mesada in the amount of
166.67 pesos each on their 2000-peso salaries. 75 We have no
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evidence that the mesada was levied on the salaries of the soldiers
of the military escorts.
In 1629 this impost was extended to all ecclesiastical offices held
under the royal patronage (patronato real) in the Indies, but this
did not apply to New Mexico, where ecclesiastical appointments in
the seventeenth century were not made under the patronato. 76
By a royal cedula of May 22, 1631, the secular mesada was replaced by the media anata. This is ofen defined as a half annate,
or one half of the first year's salary or revenues. In fact, the
amount varied depending upon the kind of office, appointment, or
merced (grant, vs. favor), and the period of time, etc. Moreover,
the tax was imposed on all offices, civil and military, and on all
mercedes, gracias, and concesiones made by the royal councils,
viceroys, audiencias, and other specified officials in Spain and the
Indies, including encomiendas, saleable offices, land grants, composiciones of land titles, and many other types of governmental
grants and favors.
A lengthy royal decree, dated April 27, 1632, set forth in great
detail a schedule (arancel) of the amount of media anata to be
collected according to the categories of office, favor, etc. It also
defined such classifications in rather specific terms. The schedule
was later clarified or supplemented in royal orders issued in the
1640'S and in 1664.77 It is also evident that colonial treasury officials adapted additional regulations to special regional circumstances. These are implicit in the ledger entries recording receipts
of media anata paid by the governors of New Mexico.
The full half annate was collected on appointments and mercedes of indefinite tenure, or for one or more lives. In the case of
grants for more than one life, e.g., grants of encomienda, the media
anata was also collected on succession to grants. For appointments
of limited tenure the amount of the media anata varied according
to the period of time for which the appointment was made. For an
annual appointment on a year to year basis a tenth of the first
year's salary was levied; for a two-year appointment the tax was
one eighth; and for a three~year appointment, one fourth. These
schedules applied to all major appointments, civil and military.
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For appointments to offices of lesser rank there was an elaborate
scale of fees defining the amount for each kind of office. Soldiers
of the rank and file were normally exempt, as were those stationed
in areas of live warfare (guerra viva). Finally, it should be noted
that for several years during the 1640'S the Crown imposed a
temporary fifty-percent surcharge on the current schedule of the
media anata tax.
How much revenue was derived from the media anata paid by
civil and military personnel of the province of New Mexico prior
to 1683? The records are fragmentary, and a tabulation of the total
revenue from the existing entries must fall short of actual payments. All New Mexico governors, beginning probably with Mora
Ceballos (1631-1634), were subject to this tax. If their appointments were on a year to year basis at the discretion of the viceroy,
they paid a media anata of 200 pesos, one tenth of their first year's
salary. Those who received two-year appointments paid one eighth,
or 250 pesos, and on three-year appointments the tax came to 500
pesos. Two, perhaps three; governors who held office in the 1640'S
paid a fifty-percent surcharge on the media anata; In addition, each
governor was assessed a fee of 100 pesos, in certain cases 120 pesos,
for the wagons and mule teams provided for transport of his food
supplies and personal effects to New Mexico. This fee was, in
effect, a media anata on the emoluments of the governor's office.
Finally, for the privilege of receiving an advance payment of salary,
each governor paid a surcharge of five per cent, increased to six
per cent in the mid- 166o's, of the media anata.
The governors were required to pay the media anata prior to
official certification of their tenure, or to file bond guaranteeing such
payment. In case his actual term of service was less than that for
which he had paid the tax, he, or his heirs, received a pro rata
refund, but not for the amounts paid for transport of personal
effects or for an advance ofsalary. Beginning with the mid-1660'S
we find that governors paid an additional media anata of ten per
cent for their terms of service in excess of the period of time upon
which the initial payment had been based.
The net media anata taxes, including fees for transportation and
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surcharges for salary advances, paid by governors of New Mexico
from the 1630'S to 1683, based on the records in the extant
treasury accounts and on cases for which a definite estimate can be
made, add up to 10,676 pesos. 78
The soldiers of the military escorts for the triennial mission
supply caravans paid a media anata tax of ten per cent of their
salaries. This would total a minimum of 440 pesos in each
triennium. The tax was increased by fifty per cent to 660 pesos in
the 1640'S, but dropped to ten per cent again thereafter. Some, but
not all, of the ledger entries for media anata payments by escort
soldiers record a five-percent surcharge for advance salary payments. Total payments from the 1630'S to 1662-1663, when
escort service at treasury expense was terminated, amounted to at
least 5,°76 pesos. The extant treasury accounts do not provide
evidence that the media anata was collected on the salaries of the
soldiers who escorted governors who did not travel to New Mexico
with the caravans.
The salaries of the armeros of the militia were subject to media
anata, except in the case of Gaspar Perez, whose original appointment antedated imposition of both mesada and media anata.
Manuel Jorge made one payment of 36.75 pesos at ten per cent of
a year's salary (35 pesos plus a surcharge of five per cent for
advance payment). His successor, Joseph Jurado, who received a
life appointment-which he may not have completed-made a
single payment of half of a year's salary, or 175 pesos.
Beginning with the appointment of Bernardo Lopez de Mendizabal, each governor was authorized to name an interpreter for
Indian witnesses summoned to testify during the residencia of the
outgoing governor. The interpreter was paid 18o pesos (6 pesos
per day for the first thirty days) presumably from fines (penas de
camara) levied during the proceedings, but subject to a media
anata tax of ten per cent, or 18 pesos. Total payments prior to the
1680'S amounted to 144 pesos: We also have record of a media
anata payment of 24.8 pesos by Tome Dominguez de Mendoza the
Younger as an honorarium fee for his appointment as lieutenant
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governor by Governor Villanueva who had received permission
from the viceroy to go to Nueva Vizcaya for medical treatment.
Although a full half annate was levied on encomienda holdings
in other provinces of New Spain, the New Mexico encomenderos
were not subject to the tax. They were regarded as soldiers serving
in an area of guerra viva, expected to be ready at all times to answer
the call to arms against internal revolt or frontier raids:
As listed above the total of mesada and media anata taxes derived from New Mexico comes to a figure of 16,466 pesos. This is
a minimum estimate based on the available records.
Treasury receipts from the province
of New Mexico or related sources
Pesos

355

Cruzada
Penas de camara
Mesada and media anata

697
16,466

Total

17,518

BALANCE SHEET

THE FISCAL DATA relating to New Mexico for the years 15961683 may now be summarized as follows:

Pesos
1,776,786
17,518

Expenditures
Receipts
Treasury defici t

1,759,268
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The estimates of expenditures and receipts, based on extant
treasury accounts in the Archivo General de Indias, should be
regarded as minimum figures for each category. But I doubt that
the complete documentary record, if it had been preserved, would
alter the conclusion that during the years 1596-1683 the royal
treasury made expenditures for the province of New Mexico that
exceeded receipts by a greater than ninety to one ratio. This situation, this extraordinary deficit operation, deserves comment.
The seventeenth century in the history of New Spain has been
described as one of depression-a time of economic retrogression
caused by sharp decline of the Indian labor force, reduced production of precious minerals, serious problems of defense on the
northern frontiers, and other factors. During this same period the
home government, plagued by chronic fiscal crises, sought to
resolve these problems, at least in part, by the levy of new taxes
imposed on both its peninsular realms and the Indies. The media
anata is one example. It is significant, therefore, that in the face of
economic decline and the threat of financial insolvency the viceregal officials of New Spain, with the approval of King and
Council, saw fit to sustain a small and isolated outpost on a faraway
northern frontier even though this entailed a continuing deficit
expenditure of very substantial proportions. Approximately seventy
per cent of the total cost was for support and maintenance of the
missionary effort among the Pueblo Indians. Part of the other
categories of expenditures for New Mexico could with some logic
be regarded as mission expense. The cold facts of the New Mexico
treasury record provide incontrovertible evidence, if any were
needed, of the vitality of the religious motive of Spanish imperial
enterprise in the New World.
During the last quarter of the century the missionary program
was overshadowed by military exigencies-by the urgent need to
provide greater protection against Apache and Navajo raids, and,
after the Pueblo Revolt of 168o, maintenance of the refugee
Hispanic settlements in the El Paso district as a bulwark for the
entire northern frontier of New Spain. In response to these new
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conditions the viceregal government, with Crown approval, authorized substantial aid on a continuing basis, as it had done in
earlier years. And in the last decade of the seventeenth century,
when the Spanish Hapsburg monarchy was coming to an inglorious end, the New Mexico Reconquista was accomplished. For the
critical years after 1683 the royal treasury accounts provide significant data that have not been adequately utilized for historical
investigation. But that is another story-
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to be noted ...
~ Eleanor B. Adams, Research Professor-at-Iarge, Editor of the New
Mexico Historical Review since 1964, will retire on July I, 1975. She will
be succeeded as editor by Dr. Manuel P. Servin who comes to the
University of New Mexico from Arizona State University, Tempe, where
he is Professor of History. Dr. Servin taught at the University of Southern
California from 1962 to 1970, and was editor of the California Historical
Society Quarterly from 1960 to 1970. His research and publications concern colonial Hispanic America, as well as Mexican-American Studies. The
outgoing editor will bear the major responsibility for the July 1975 issue of
NMHR.

~ Recent publications on Indians include legal items of interest: Law
and the American Indian, Readings, Notes and Cases by Monroe E. Price
(New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company; Inc., 1973. Pp. xxxiv, 807.
Tables, bibliog., index. No price) is intended to supplement Felix Cohen's
Handbook of Federal Indian Law and "to provide useful and practical
material for Indian people and their lawyers."
Norman A. Ross has edited Index to the Decisions of the Indian
Claims Commission (New York: Clearwater Publishing COmpany, Inc.,
1973. Pp. x, 158. Index, tables. No price) and Index to the Expert Testimony before the Indian Claims Commission. The Written Reports (New
York: Clearwater Publishing Company, Inc., 1973. Pp. X, 102. Index. No
price). The information in these volumes will lead the user to the results
of a large amount of research on the American Indian.

~ A Mohave War Reminiscence, 1854-1880 is the fruit of a collaboration between the late anthropologist A. 1. Kroeber and his historian son C.
B. Kroeber. The anthropologist's work was done during the late 1940'S and
the 1950's, and the historical research mostly since then. The annotation
and discussion clarify and date the narrative of a Mohave whom the elder
Kroeber interviewed in 1903. (University of California Publications in
Anthropology, vol. 10, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973. Pp.
x, 97; Illus., maps. $7. 00 .)
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~The Portable North American Indian Reader, edited by Frederick
W. Turner III (New York: The Viking Press, 1974. Pp. xii, 628. Bibliog.
Cloth $6.95, Paper $3.25) is still another addition to the growing list of
anthologies. The sections, preceded by Editor's Notes, comprise Myths and
Tales, Poetry and Oratory, Culture Contact, Image and Anti-Image.
~ The University of Chicago Press has reissued Fred Eggan's standard
Social Organization of the Western Pueblos (Hopi, Hano, Zuni, Acoma,
Laguna) in a paperback edition. (Chicago, 1973. Pp. xviii, 373. Illus.,
tables, notes, bibliog., index. $2.95.)
~ Pages from Hopi History by Harry C. James (Tucson: The UniverSity of Arizona Press, 1974. Pp. xiv, 258. Illus., app., bibliog., index. Cloth
$9.75, Paper $4.95) is an interesting addition to the literature on the Hopi.
The chapter on "Attempts at Reconquest" could have been expanded on
the basis of recent published research.
~ Gar and Maggy Packard have collected information on the significance of symbols in Southwestern Indian rock carvings. Suns and Serpents;
The Symbolism of Indian Rock Art, deals with the work of Pueblo Indians
and is intended for the interested layman. (Santa Fe: Packard Publications,
1974. Pp. 64· Illus., bibliog., index. $4.95·)
~ Basil C. Hedrick and Carroll 1. Riley present a new and complete
translation, along with the Spanish text, of The Journey of the Vaca Party
from the account of the chronicler Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes.
(University Museum Studies Number 2, Carbondale, Ill.: Southern Illinois
University, 1974. Pp. vii, 165. Bibliog. No price.)
~ The Mexican portion of the Harkness Collection (2,939 folios) at
the Library of Congress contains important material on the conqueror
Hernan Cortes and his sons. This guide, with selected transcriptions and
translations by J. Benedict Warren, completes the published calendars and
translations of items in this source for the early history of Peru and New
Spain. (The Harkness Collection in the Library of Congress. Manuscripts
concerning Mexico. A Guide, Washington: Library of Congress, 1974Pp. xiv, 315. Illus., gloss., bibliog., index. $6.70.)

~ Recent New Mexico items include: A Bibliography of New Mexico
State Politics, compiled and annotated by T. Phillip Wolf (Albuquerque:
Division of Government Research. The University of New Mexico, 1974.
Pp. vi, 95. No price).
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The Story of Mining in New Mexico, by Paige W. Christiansen
(Socorro: New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources, 1974: Pp.
viii, 104. Illus., maps, bibliog., index. $2.50)'
Socorro Photographer: Joseph Edward Smith 1858-1936, compiled by
John Dewitt McKee and Spencer Wilson (Publications in History, vol. 8,
Socorro: Socorro County Historical Society, Inc., 1974. Pp. 56. Illus. $4-95).
When Los Alamos was a Ranch School, by the Los Alamos Historical
Society (Los Alamos, N.M.: Los Alamos Historical Society, 1974. Pp. 64.
Illus., index. $2'95).
~ Arthur H. Clark Company has listed the publications of Corrals,
Posses, and Societies of the Westerners in The Westerners: A Minibibliography and cataloging of publications, 1944-1974 (Glendale, Calif.:
The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1974. Pp. 20. $3.50)'
.
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My PENlTENTE LAND. REFLECTIONS ON SPANISH NEW MEXICO. By Fray
Angelico Chavez. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1974Pp. xiv, 272. $12.00.
FOUR caballeros within Fray Angelico Chavez-priest, poet, hidalgo, historian-strive for possession of My Penitente Land. Like Don QUijote de la
Mancha, the real hero of the book, they challenge accepted notions and
must be rescued now and then by a Sancho Panza paisano. This autobiographical distillation, subtitled Re~ections on Spanish New Mexico,
explores a perceptive lifetime and nearly five centuries of Chavez ancestry,
dwelling upon a "bittersweet romance" with central New Mexico and its
"lost tribe in the Hispanic family." In specific arid environments~hot and
cold, hardbitten and awesome-the pastoral peoples of Palestine, Castile,
and finally the American Southwest, could experience the presence of God.
Father Chavez invests his native landscape with a Biblical ambience which
nurtured castizo, the essence of the Castilian, who, to paraphrase Unamuno, "is the product of a centuries-long selection by roughest winters and
summers from a series of periods of want resulting from the sky's inclemency and a history of poverty. . . . His soul is the living soul of his
forebears, gone to sleep perhaps, but nonetheless alive. . . . Such is the
castizo Spanish soul, belligerent and indolent. . . ."
Of Penitente in his title the author makes a double entendre, primarily
plain "penitent," but he also takes pains to dispel misinformation about the
lay order founded by St. Francis. The bloodier side of public religious
flagellation in New Mexico is more recent than some aficionados believe,
for "no fraternities of the Third Order of Penance were established until
the eighteenth century, following the reconquest and recolonization by
Don Diego de Vargas." Not long after it caught hold in the area of Santa
Cruz de la Canada, the movement was banned by an 1833 instruction to
pastors from the bishop of Durango: "I forbid for all time to come those
brotherhoods of penance-or, better still, of Butchery-which have been
growing under the shelter of an inexcusable toleration." Conscious of the
long history of physical penance in Spain· and in his own Franciscan Order,
Fray Angelico dismisses the oft-recited account of Onate's self-flagellation
on Good Friday, 1598, as hyperbole and political propaganda by the poet
Villagri. The rise of organized ritual penance in New Mexico he attributes
to an increasingly genizaro population.
To the latter he also links the success of the shrine at Chimay6, which it
seems "filled a need in the Indianic blood memory of the genizcrro," and
that "the ever-conservative local Pueblo Indians, never too avid in accepting
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Spanish Christian worship in its totality, also took most naturally to the
Santuario of Chimayo. It was as though their own venerable notion of
Shipapu, the sacred earth-hole from which their ancestors had emerged,
was being canonized at last by the European strangers who long ago had
invaded their holy land."
Citing scriptural antecedents, Father Chavez paints a sharp-edged distinction between "erect shepherds" and "stooping peasant-tillers of the soil"
with a proclivity for fleshpots of the city. But he grudgingly admits that
Onate's colonists "would plant little gardens and orchards near their
homes, but only as a supplement to the staples derived from their flocks and
herds." In a delightful understatement, he grants that the Santuario at
Chimayo, "for being agrarian and doubly Indianic [Mexican and north-ofthe-border Indian] in its earthy origins, was not strictly castizo." He traces
folk legends underlying the popularity of "the new Christ of Chimayo" as
well as the Guadalupe painting in Mexico, contrasting the latter with New
Mexico's castizo symbol, La Conquistadora. On the history of the latter
statue, as well as that of Nuestra Senora de la Macana (so-called from its
being struck by a war club during the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680), Fray
Angelico is the acknowledged expert.
Among other targets, the author tilts his lance at Death Comes for the
Archbishop for its glorification of the Frenchman, Archbishop Lamy, and at
pre-World War I "Philistine" priests whose ignorance of and contempt for
New Mexico's heritage did much to destroy it. He finds the vilification of
Padre Antonio Jose Martinez of Taos repugnant, declaring that as one of
those "treated as dust by the new broom" in the New Mexico Church,
Father Martinez "stuck to his post and continued the good fight for his
people against all abuses, whether civil or ecclesiastical. Unfortunately, his
headstrong character caused him to be gravely maligned, even by a few of
his own-and finally by the Cather novel-when he should long ago have
had a heroic monument as Hispanic New Mexico's greatest son."
"What is Palestinian and Castilian New Mexico cannot be platted in
surveyors' squares," observes Fray Angelico. "It is simply an uneven area
determined by mood as well as by topography, or rather, by a certain landscape subtly affected by a mood that can be felt." And a thought about
castizo penance: "when Captain Pedro de Alvarado lay dying and groaning
from mortal battle wounds, an aide asked him what hurt him so much, and
he answered, ']Vly soul'."
The casual style and loose organization of Father Chavez' unorthodox
narrative might make indexing difficult, but additional historical dates, as
well as source-notes and a bibliography, would enhance its value.
Albuquerque, N.M.

ROLAND

F.

DICKEY
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Los PRIMEROS POBLADORES: HISPANIC AMERICANS OF THE UTE FRONTIER.
By Frances Leon Swadesh. Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1974. Pp. xxvi, 262. lIlus., maps, gloss., bibliog., index.
Cloth $9·95, Paper $3.45.
FRANCES LEON SWADESH, Curator of Ethnology at the Museum of New
Mexico in Santa Fe, is an anthropologist with a conscience. She frankly
admires the Hispano pioneers about whom she writes, and she deplores the
cultural and economic wrongs done them since 1846. It is her hope that the
descendants of "los primeros pobladores" may, in her words, "feel as I did
while assembling this record of the living past: that the Simple truth about
the people who are the subject of this book could only shed upon them the
honor they merit." (p. xiv) Despite an understandable tendency to accentuate the positive, that is the way it turns out.
The study focuses on settlement and life in two closely related New
Mexico patrias chicas, the Chama Valley northwest of Santa Fe and the
San Juan Basin beyond. Both peripheral, these areas were peopled by
whites relatively late, the first in the mid-eighteenth century and the
second a hundred years later. None of the settlers' motives would have
surprised Frederick Jackson Turner: unclaimed farming and grazing lands,
trade with Ute and Navajo, booty, supply and commerce along the Old
Spanish Trail or the Canon Largo wagon road, and escape from oppression
by the Establishment. What might have surprised him was the symbiotic
relationship, convincingly documented by Dr. Swadesh, that joined Hispano and Ute in the face of Anglo domination. "The Ute country," she
writes, "provided respite from unequal clashes with Anglos as well as a
release from pressure on Penitentes." (p. 95)
It is not her social conscience that trips Dr. Swadesh. Along with the
vitality of kinship and community and the laudable frontier traits of raw
courage, adaptability, and tenacity-in which she sees signs of hope for
the future of regional Hispanic culture-she also serves up the less savory
juices: the Indian slaving, the liquor trade to the Utes, the immorality, and
even land disputes between members of the same family. The outsiders,
"the legal vultures," the economic combines and speculators, and the Forest
Service, are roundly indicted-and rightly so-for the appropriation of communallands granted in usufruct to los primeros pobladores.
What does trip Dr. Swadesh is her misunderstanding of Hispanic
colonial institutions. The encomienda, for example, she defines erroneously
as "assignment to a Spanish conqueror of supervision over land near an
Indian community whose population was required to perform repartimiento
labor on these lands for the benefit of the assignee." (p. xvii) She exaggerates the differences between seventeenth- and eighteenth-century New
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Mexico and overplays the "autonomy" of frontier settlements much as
Reies L6pez Tijerina's Alianza Federal de los Pueblos Libres did. There
simply was no such thing as a "pueblo libre" in Hispanic New Mexico.
Particularly in the case of a doctoral dissertation the editor can be an
author's best friend. Dr. Swadesh's was not. He should have smoothed out
minor irregularities in notes, quotes, and bibliography and averted the hitor-miss accenting of Spanish words, embarrassing at the least to an Anglo
who laments her fellows' "repression of the Spanish language" in New
Mexico. And who at Notre Dame let the artist plant saguaro cactuses on
the dust jacket?
This is a pioneering work. If in places the reader has difficulty sorting
out what is unique to Chama Valley and San Juan Basin frontiers and
what is common to other frontiers, this is due in part to the lack of comparable grassroots studies. Los Primeros Pobladores points the way.
Albuquerque, N.M.

JOHN L. KESSELL

THOMAS BENTON CATRON AND HIS ERA. By Victor Westphall. Tucson:
The University of Arizona Press, 1973. Pp. X, 462. IlIus., apps., notes,
bibliog., index. No price.
THOMAS BENTON CATRON played a leading role in New Mexico's history
for more than half a century. A Confederate Army veteran from Missouri,
he migrated to New Mexico in 1866. Within a year he was admitted to the
Bar; in 1868 he served in the Territorial House of Representatives, and in
1869 Catron was confirmed as Territorial Attorney General. During a distinguished career he served several terms in the Territorial Council, became Mayor of Santa Fe, Delegate to Congress, and United States Attorney.
Perhaps no man worked harder than Catron for New Mexico's statehood.
He climaxed his political dreams by taking his seat in the United States
Senate.
While practicing law and holding these various offices, Catron amassed
a personal fortune. The author notes that Catron gained interests or clear
title to thirty-four land grants and at various times owned property in
seven states. Westphall concludes that he probably owned no less than
two million acres at anyone time. Catron identified empire building with
land. And although he also invested in banking, mining, and ranching,
his business interests often suffered because he so hated to dispose of any
land. He frequently held property beyond the point of realizing the best
price.
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Catron became a lifelong Republican in New Mexico, prominent in the
so-called "Santa Fe Ring," a group of Republicans (mostly members of the
Bar Association) who worked together to exercise economic and political
influence in the capital. Despite the fact that Democrats and outsiders imputed deceit, fraud, and even violence to the Ring, the author claims that
there is no evidence to support such charges.
A man so economically and politically powerful as Catron could not avoid
the violence that spread throughout New Mexico in the late nineteenth
century. Despite the fact that he spoke fluent Spanish and supported the
Mexican Americans, he ran afoul of the White Caps, suffered an attempt
on his life, and was accused of being involved in murder and conspiracies.
Westphall writes that despite the lack of evidence that Catron was involved in any wrongdoing, his enemies attempted to have him disbarred,
fought him in court, attacked him in newspapers, and spread vicious
rumors.
Catron's enemies are Westphall's enemies. The author is clearly sympathetic to Catron who emerges as an honest, diligent, high principled, but
too often undiplomatic man, who did not hesitate to fight for his own interests and political positions. The difficulty is that this portrayal is not
quite enough. Catron somehow does not become a real flesh-and-blood
person to the reader; a part of him is still hidden in the shadows.
Still, and more important, Westphall's use of primary documents has
indeed added much to this important New Mexico figure and thereby to
the history of the state. I would add this book to the reading list for all
scholars interested in New Mexico and the West.

Narth Texas State University

JIM BERRY PEARSON

THE LIrrLE LION OF THE SOUTHWEST. A LIFE OF MANUEL ANTONIO
CHAVES. By Marc Simmons. Chicago: The Swallow Press, Inc., 1974.
Pp. xii, 263. lIlus., notes, bibliog., index. $8.95.
MARC SIMMONS has compiled a well-written story which sheds considerable
light not only on the life of Manuel Antonio Chaves, but also. on the
little investigated way of life as led in New Mexico before and after
United States occupation. By concentrating on this particular personality,
Simmons has initiated further studies of frontiersmen in the Spanish and
Mexican Southwest who have been virtually neglected in Western historicalliterature.
Students versed in the history of New Mexico during the Civil War
period probably remember Manuel Antonio Chaves for the role he played
in leading Major Chivington's "Pike's Peakers" over Glorieta Mesa to
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Apache Canyon and surprisingly attacking the Confederate supply train, an
event that led to the demise of the Southern forces in New Mexico. In
this study, the author has disclosed heretofore unknown documentation
relating to Chaves' numerous business ventures, especially those along the
Pecos and at the "Hacienda de Ojuelos," as well as uncovered detailed information which explicitly describes the "Little Lion's" part in numerous
Indian skirmishes. Simmons has also revealed documentation concerning
the quarrels between Manuel Antonio Chaves and Governor Manuel
Armijo, as well as information relative to the confrontation with Archbishop
Lamy over property near Guadalupe Chapel and the threatened excommunication.
Notwithstanding the romanticized overtones, Dr. Simmons has expressed
himself well, especially during the shadowy periods of Manuel Antonio
Chaves' life. He has arranged his chronology to flow smoothly throughout
the volume. Sources of information have been researched carefully and used
well. The excellent illustrations add to the interest of the volume.
Although Simmons has deviated from his usual formalized study of
Southwestern history, he has retained significant formal historical information to attract scholars as well as buffs and readers interested in an excellently written biography. All in all, most readers should find this volume
quite interesting and enjoyable.
New Mexico State Records
Center and Archives, Santa Fe

J.

RICHARD SALAZAR

TRAVELS IN NORTH AMERICA 1822-1824. By Paul Wilhelm, Duke of
Wiirttemberg. Translated by W. Robert Nitske. Edited by Savoie Lottinville. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1974. Pp. xxxiv, 456.
lIlus., bibliog., index. $20.00.
THIS is an excellent book, extremely valuable, which will be a staple
reference for many studies of early conditions in the valleys of the
Mississippi and Missouri Rivers from this time forward. Duke Paul was
an intelligent, perceptive, and in fact a hardworking observer, taking
careful notes of what he saw and heard, from which he prepared the
account now published and available for the first time to Englishlanguage readers. He shared in the attitudes and prejudices of educated
persons of his time, of course, and he was not beyond generalizing on the
basis of limited observation and secondhand information. Thoughtful users
of the volume should have no trouble taking such matters into account,
and will find assistance in the editorial appurtenances provided so well by
Savoie Lottinville.
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Duke Paul traveled in 1822-1824 chieRy by water up and down the
Mississippi River between New Orleans and St. Louis, and along the
Missouri between St. Louis and Fort Recovery, a Missouri Fur Company
post just above the mouth of the White River in present South Dakota. He
also had a brief swing up the Ohio River as far as Louisville, and back to
the Mississippi. The Duke's narrative, of which this is the translation, was
published in Stuttgart in 1835. The text reRectssome enrichment by virtue
of a second trip to America, including much of the same territory, about
five years before publication of the Stuttgart book.
Duke Paul's chief interest was in the fauna and Rora of North America
at a period when scientific description and classification of plants and
animals were expanding remarkably. His extensive reports are significant
for naturalist studies. He was equally interested in the Indians and European residents he encountered, but his observations of Indians were
chieRy along the Missouri River, and his remarks about European residents
are not particularly unusual or significant-though probably these are the
things most interesting to casual readers. The Duke did not enter the area
of the present southwestern United States, and other than some description
of the Pawnee Indians there is almost no mention in the book of this region.
The work of translator and editor is thoroughly admirable. Mr. Nitske
has produced a translation that reads smoothly, and he has obviously labored
long over scientific terminology from the realms of botany, zoology, etc.
Mr. Lottinville's annotation is helpful and informative. He has usually
resisted the editorial temptation to move into a discussion of points not
germane to the text. Because there were numerous footnotes in the German
publication, we have the oddity here of footnotes added to footnotes, but it
is all handled with perfect clarity.
Publicity for the book gives some emphasis to the many illustrations, reproductions of appropriate important paintings for the most part. No
emphasis is given to the maps, and this is just as well because two out of
the three are disappointing-one largely illegible in this reproduction and
the other strangely misplaced in reference to the text, without being indexed or cross-referenced. The twelve-page list of sources consulted is unclassified but may be of use to some students. The index carries a large
burden of scientific names and cross-references, but spot checking unfortunately shows that it is incomplete even as to proper names, much less subject or topical entries. These are clearly small matters, however, in evaluating such an important book, which will be of enduring value.

The National Archives
Washington, D.C.

JOHN PORTER BLOOM
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THE JICARILLA APACHES: A STUDY IN SURVIVAL. By Dolores A. Gunnerson.
DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 197+ Pp. xvi, 326. Illus.,
maps, bibliog., index. $12.50'
THIS BOOK is an ethnohistorical study of Jicarilla Apache of the northern
and eastern New Mexican frontier. Dr. Gunnerson analyzes the various
data-documentary, archaeological, and ethnological-beginning with the
Coronado period and ending in the nineteenth century, on Indians who
were presumed or known to speak Apachean languages. Gunnerson is
particularly interested in the ebb and flow of political relationships between
Apache and Spaniard and among the several Indian groups in or on the
borders of Spanish New Mexico.
First interaction between Spaniard and nomadic Indian came in 1540
when Coronado's men contacted the Querechos and Teyas on the edge of
the Buffalo Plains. Using a series of linguistic arguments the author
demonstrates (to her satisfaction, if not necessarily that of the reader) that
both Querechos and Teyas were Apache.
Gunnerson, however, believes that the "Querechos" of the Ibarra expedition, 1564-1565 (probably located in the area west of Janos and Casas
Grandes) were not Apache since "no other exploring party found Querechos
in northern Mexico." (p. 27) This argument is rather weak since-as far as
we know-no other exploring party reached that particular area of northern
Mexico until well into the seventeenth century.
The expedition of Rodriguez and Chamuscado (1581-1582) and of
Espejo (1582-1583) added some new information on nomadic Indians in
the Southwest as did that of Castano (1590-1591). With Onate (1598)
Indians who are reasonably good candidates as Apachean-speakers can be
identified.
In discussing the seventeenth century Dr. Gunnerson gives a very
useful synthesis of the Apachean involvement in the tensions and troubles
that led to the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. She makes an interesting case that a
group called "Quinia" living in the general Taos area, and mentioned in the
Benavides accounts (1630 and 1634), were ancestors of the Jicarilla. If so,
the relationship of Jicarilla and Taos Pueblo is indeed quite old.
In the eighteenth century the reestablished Spaniards no longer had a
serious internal (that is, Pueblo Indian) threat but there was continuous
trouble on the eastern and northern frontiers. A number of Plains groups
of various linguistic affiliation raided Spanish New Mexico; they included
the Shoshonean-speaking Comanches who are first documented in 1706.
During the course of the eighteenth century the Jicarilla were gradually
drawn into the Spanish orbit (thanks partly to Jicarilla-Taos friendship)
and the tribe became somewhat of a buffer in the northeast of New Mexico
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between the Spanish-Pueblo Rio Grande heartland and the marauding
Plains tribes. This relationship (with many ups and downs) continued into
the nineteenth century, and by the time Americans overran New Mexico
the Jicarilla were on friendly commercial and social terms not only with the
northern Pueblo groups (especially Taos) but with Spanish-Mexican
settlers as well.
Dr. Gunnerson's book is mainly straightforward historical narrative. The
overall theme of the book is the Jicarilla, their perambulations through
space and time, and their adjustment to drastic acculturation situations.
Early in the volume the author also points out that the classic model
presenting Southwestern prehistoric interaction in terms of universal
nomadic attacks on peaceful Pueblo farmers is simply not valid. Pueblos
fought one another with enthusiasm; nomads were drawn into these interpueblo wars, and individual nomadic groups were trading partners, and
often friendly with individual pueblos. Dr. Gunnerson does not particularly
develop this thesis, but the reader can amply document it from later
chapters.
There are Haws in the book. Dr. Gunnerson relies heavily on translations,
especially the various Hammond and Rey translations for the sixteenth
century, and Ayer, Thomas, and others for the later periods. I am disturbed
by her failure to utilize certain obvious sources. For example, Gunnerson
cites Cabeza de Vaca's Naufragios (in Buckingham Smith's translation) but
ignores the "Joint Report" (not to mention other material) in Oviedo y
Valdes. Indeed, not only is Oviedo absent but also Las Casas, Motolinia,
Mendieta, Torquemada and other well-known sixteenth- and early
seventeenth-century writers who have something to say about nomads in
the far north of New Spain, and whose remarks have been largely unevaluated.
Gunnerson also relies heavily on such secondary sources as Forbes,
Apache, Navajo and Spaniard. On the other hand, she makes excellent use
of archaeological data and of the Spanish Archives of New Mexico.
On a more specific level, Gunnerson speculates (pp. 31 et seq.) that
Castaneda may have known and served as informant to Ibarra, without a
mention of A. Dale Grove who advanced the idea some thirty-five years
ago. Gunnerson's map on page 39 seems to be largely copied from a map
in Mecham, Francisco de Ibarra, though lean find no credit line. There
are anomalies in the bibliography: To use an example-why would one
cite all twenty volumes of Curtis' North American Indian?
The author at times also overstates her case. With a Hick of the pen she
disposes of problems that still perplex some of us. According to Gunnerson
the Querecho-Teya were Apaches (pp. 18-23), the Jumanos of Zaldivar
were not Apaches (pp. 64-65), etc.
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Lest I sound overcritical let me say that, on balance, this is a very good
book. There is no doubt that Dr. Gunnerson knows her subject very well.
She presents her data very skillfully and, especially for the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, gives us a sound and thoughtful picture of Jicarilla
ethnohistory and Apache relationships with other groups. The subject is an
important one and this book is a valuable addition to any Southwesterner's
library.
Northern Illinois University Press has produced a most handsome
volume. In addition, the drawings by artist Vicenti are attractive and tasteful; there is a better than average index, and several useful maps.

Southern Illinois University

CARROLL

1. RILEY

Carbondale

CRIMSON DESERT: INDIAN WARS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST. By Odie
B. Faulk. New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. Pp. xii, 237. lIlus.,
notes, bibliog., index. $8.95.
"Herein is a history of the wars of the Southwest, a summary and a synthesis
of the bloody confrontation between white and red." With this and other
prefatory enticements about screams and moans, deeds of daring and dishonor, one expects a chronicle virtually written in blood. The balance of
the book doesn't carry off this theme and the reason isn't hard to nnd; relations with non-Pueblo Indians during the late nineteenth century were
typically an uneasy peace, with violent confrontations as the exceptions.
The time frame is primarily 1846-1886; the settings are New Mexico,
Arizona, and Texas. On one side are the Navajo, Comanche, and southern
Apache, while in opposition stands an intruding white race, understood
here to be Anglo-Americans. Two chapters are devoted to the three Indian
groups. Faulk follows events in Navajoland from the Doniphan treaty to
the return from the Bosque Redondo. Comanche history drops back to the
late eighteenth century and continues into 1875; the scene here is Texas
except where in pp. 1°9-22 Faulk simply condenses from Kenner's A
History of New Mexican-Plains Indian Relations (mainly pp. 120-51 of the
latter). The Chiricahuas and Mimbres are the two Apache groups treated,
from the time of Juan Jose's murder to the last surrender of Geronimo.
As a one-volume popular history, this one fails on several points. The
author's geographic knowledge of the Southwest is certainly questionable:
he apparently confuses the Kaibab Plateau with Black Mesa; puts Mount
Tsikomo on the Continental Divide when it lies a mountain range east
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from the latter; implies that the Tularosa Agency for the Warm Springs
Apache was at Tularosa, New Mexico; and coins the name Jornada de
Muerta (with Fort Thorn at the northern end). Other inaccuracies include
the old assertion that General Carleton had an Indian reservation in mind
when he established Fort Sumner at the Bosque Redondo; that Fort
Conrad was renamed Fort Thorn or Fort Craig; and that the Uto-AZtecanspeaking Comanche were in some sense "cousins" of the Algonkianspeaking Cheyenne.
The better-known encounters and many minor incidents are in the text,
but emphasis may occasionally be misplaced or overdrawn. A thoroughly
obscure affair which involved some lumbermen and southern Apaches in an
ambush-and-retribution trade-off -receives almost a page, while the infamous Camp Grant massacre merits ten lines. Alleged Comanche hostility
towards New Mexico just prior to and during the Civil War absorbs nine
pages, yet on the eve of the Adobe Walls campaign General Carleton himself could only recall rather petty Comanche forays in the 1850'S and knew
of no attacks on settlements since 1861. Ranald Mackenzie indeed chased
Kickapoo Indians in 1873; the Kickapoos treated southwestern Texas with
all the care that the Comanches gave to northern and western Texas. The
Army and a very battered citizenry had to contend with both groups, and
at the same time.
More consequential than errors or emphasis is an evident bias, as where
in a surprising final chapter the author again asserts the theme of the
Preface. The elimination of Spanish-speaking Americans from a racial
dichotomy, Chapter I characterizations which Indians may read as
patronizing, and perh~ps the twice-quoted gibe at Santa Fe as a sink of vice
and extravagance, all seem to manifest this attitude.
Finally, these pages contain wooden people; Indians, Indian agents,
soldiers, and governors have their turn on stage, but their story doesn't
come to life here. For an accurate and readable one-volume summary, a
better value is Dunn's classic Massacres of the Mountains (1886 and
various reprints).
Ottawa, Canada

JOHN

P.

WILSON
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BLACK JACK DAVIDSON: A CAVALRY COMMANDER ON THE WESTERN
FRONTIER. THE LIFE OF GENERAL JOHN W. DAVIDSON. By Homer K.
Davidson. Glendale, Calif.: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1974- Pp.
273. Maps, illus., bibliog., index. $15.5°.
DESPITE an active and adventurous career spanning three and a half
decades, John W. Davidson is among the lesser known leaders of the
Indian-fighting Army, overshadowed entirely by such officers as Custer,
Miles, Crook, Mackenzie, and even Davidson's own commander, Grierson.
An 1845 West Point graduate, Davidson marched to New Mexico and
California with Stephen Watts Kearny's Army of the West in 1846. During
the 1850's he served with the First Dragoons in New Mexico. He is
chiefly remembered during this period for his part in the Battle of Cieneguilla, in which Jicarilla Apaches ambushed his company in the Embudo
Mountains, killing twenty-two men and wounding thirty-six. He did well
in the Civil War, emerging a major general, then returned to the West as
Lieutenant Colonel of the loth Cavalry, one of the two mounted regiments
composed of black enlisted men and white officers. For more than a
decade, he figured prominently in operations against the tribes of the
southern Plains and Tex,as, most notably as commander of one of the converging columns in the Red River War of 1874-1875. He died in 1881,
following an accident in which his horse fell on him.
In an army constantly agitated by petty bickering, jealousies, and resentments, Davidson seemed even more than most the center of continuing controversy. Many saw him as contentious, tyrannical, arbitrary, and erratic,
poles away from the mild and easy colonel of the loth, Benjamin H.
Grierson. This temperament was usually explained as the result of a sunstroke that condemned Davidson to a lifetime of precarious health.
Davidson's grandson, a retired Naval officer, is the author of this biography. He defends his forebear vigorously against all such imputations, implied or stated, and portrays him in heroic dimensions. Unfortunately, the
book is marred in many ways beyond its uncritical handling of the subject.
It rests on a superficial knowledge of the history of frontier warfare. It is
replete with errors of fact and interpretation. It abounds in dime-novel
stereotypes of Indian and soldier. Documentation is sparse, erratic, and
unconventional. The bibliography is weak. The author should have been
better served by his publisher, who, with a little editorial advice and assistance, might have made this a more acceptable volume. Even so, there is
much useful information, and students will welcome the book for that
reason.

National Park Service
Washington, D.C.

ROBERT M. UTLEY
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THE BLACK ON NEW SPAIN'S NORTHERN FRONTIER: SAN JOSE DE PARRAL
1631 TO 1641. By Vincent Mayer, Jr., Occasional Papers of the Center of
Southwest Studies, No.2, Durango, Colo.: Fort Lewis College, 1974.
Pp. v, 45. Maps, app., bibliog. $2.00.
NEW SPArN'S desolate and forbidding northern frontier was colonized
primarily because it contained significant deposits of silver. San Joseph de
Parral, located in the southern part of the present-day state of Chihuahua,
was typical of the cereal-livestock-mine complex responsible for Spain's
tenuous control over this portion of her empire. Vincent Mayer's short
monograph deals with the role played by the Black, free and enslaved, in
the early years of Parral's colonization.
Following a brief survey of the origins of African slavery in the
viceroyalty and expansion of the institution into Nueva Vizcaya, the author
treats of slave prices in Parral, proportion of Blacks to the total population,
and the social and legal implications arising therefrom. His thesis, based on
data garnered from the Archivo Municipal de Hidalgo de Parral and from
the Archivo, Parroquia San Jose de Parral, is that the Black constituted a
much larger percentage of the population than realized and that he
consequently contributed substantially to the process of miscegenation in
the Parral area.
Unhappily Mr. Mayer's work is marred by misspellings (e.g., Sombrete
for Sombrerete, p. 5.and ambiance for ambience, p. 27), typesetting errors
(form for from, p. 1I), and lack of consistency in the rendering of Spanish
words.

Eastern Kentucky University

KEITH

W. ALGIER

CALIFORNIA'S CATHOLIC HERITAGE. By the Rev. Francis J. Weber. Los
Angeles: Dawson's Book Shop, 1974. Pp. xv, 218. Index. $12.00.
IN 1962 Father Weber began the weekly publication of a series of historical
vignettes on "California's Historical Heritage," for the paper of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles, The Tidings. These were historical bits on personalities, topics, and events connected with California's Catholic past,
geared to broaden the information of the ge.neral reader and to heighten the
Catholic's pride in that past. One hundred and twenty-five of these have
been gathered in this little volume, quite evidently just as the originals first
appeared.
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One does not expect footnotes, source references, and the like in a newspaper article, but, now that the pieces have been gathered into a book, its
value and usefulness would have been much enhanced by such additions.
The sketches are history and done by an historian (Weber is Archivist,
Archdiocese of Los Angeles), but they are of little more than interest value
to the professional. Rarely is there a clue as to the source of the information
which might well prove useful to the professional. Again, a map showing
the changing territorial picture of the dioceses of California would have
been helpful. One has little doubt but that the general Catholic reader may
be edi£.ed, and even less that the historian will be frustrated-at least, this
reviewer very often was.

Sllint Louis University

JOHN FRANCIS BANNON
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